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We develop a II(!lV procedllre to forecast flltllre
casbjlolVsfrom ajillallcial asset alld tbell lise
tbe presellt vallie of ollr casb jlOlV forecasts to
calCIIlate tbe asset's f,mdamelltal price. As all
example, we COllstrllct a 1I0lllillear AJljfA.-ARCHArtificial Nellral Network model to obtaill Ollt-Ofsample dividelldforecastsf01'1920 alld beyolll/,
tlsillg OIlly ill-sample dividelld data. The presellt
vallie of ollr forecasted dividellds yield fimdamelltalprices tbat J'eprodtlce tbe magllittlde, timillg, mid time-series bebavior of tbe boom mid
crasb ill 1929 stock p,ices. We tberefore reject
tbe poplliar claim tbat tbe 1920s stock market
cOlltailled a bubble.
Many empirical tests of asset price behavior call for
the comparison of an asset's market price to its
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"fundamental" price. defined as the market's expected discounted
present value of future cash flows. Since we cannot observe investors'
true expectations, however. the market price is in pr.lctice compared
to the econometrician's estill/ate of the fundamental price. Traditional
fundamentals estimation procedures often involve either replacing expected cash flows with actual cash flows. as in Shiller's (981) seminal
study. or assuming that market participants expect future cash flows
to grO\\' at some constant rate. as in the popular Gordon (1962) model.
There is a vast and growing literature that suggests that the prices
produced by traditional fundamentals estimation procedures do not
share important properties with actual stock price data. Perhaps the
most dramatic example is the widely perceived failure of traditional
models to pro\'ide fundamental explanations for the type of extreme
price fluctuations observed during supposed "bubble episodes," such
as the Great Stock Market Crash of 1929, the South Sea Bubble and
the ;\Iississippi Bubble. I Indeed, the difficulty in explaining these rare
hut important e\'ents has led some economists to assert that asset
price mo\'(:!ments are influenced by factors other than cash flow fundamentals. the assumption being that the traditional fundamentals estimation procedures being employed are sound but that the standard
present value model is at odds with the data. However, there are other
economists who take the opposite approach and argue instead that
the standard present \':!lue model is sound but that misspecifications
in traditional fundamentals estimation procedures give the false impression of bubbles in asset prices where there are in fact none,2 Thus,
while the first point of view implies that some types of price behavior
can ne\'er be explained by fundamentals. the second viewpoint argues
that. if we could only find a well-specified fundamentals estimation
procedure. then the standard present value model could explain even
the most extreme price fluctuations as fundamental events,
Given the preceding discussion, the purpose of our article is to de\'elop a new methodology for calculating fundamental asset prices.
[n particular, we develop a new-and we argue more accurateprocedure to forecast future cash flows from a financial asset and
to then use the expected present value of these forecasted future
cash flows to estimate the asset's fundamental price, Since traditional
fundamentals estimation procedures seem particularly challenged by

I

For a dis(u~sion of thes.e famous historical cvents, :tnd a summJ'" of thc evidence bOlh for and
agJin~t the claim that they re\'t~al bubbles in asset prices. set! Garl~r (1990), Kindlebcrger (197H),
Shiller (19H9). and Whit" (1990)

, See. for example, Flmd and Garber (199~). Flood and flodrick (1990). and Klcidon (1986), Acken
and Smith (1993) also rJise que~tions 3bout the completeness of cash flow data traditionally
employed in v()!atility ~(udies,
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This figure plots the s..'\:P :;00 stock price index. Set:' Appendix 1 for data sources,

extreme events, and since the stock boom and crash of 1929 is the
most widely cited example of a stock price bubble for \\'hich we have
reliable data. we use the panic of 1929 as a laboratory in which to
compare our new procedure to trJditionally employed models,
The extreme nature of the 1920s stock boom and crJsh is evident
in Figure 1, which plots the S&P 500 stock price index monthly from
1900 to 1934 (data sources are listed in AppendiX 1). Notice that.
from 1900 to 1925, the S&P 500 mostly assumed values \\'ithin the
fairly narrow range of 50 to 80 points and returned to this range after
1932. Between 1926 and 1932, ho\\'ever, the index rose rJpidly to
peak at 225 in September 1929 and then crJshed \\'ith the infamous
October panic.
White's (1990) summation of existing literJture on the crash of 1929
leads him to conclude that the "conventional wisdom" and "most commonly accepted version of the boom and crJsh" is that an explosive
"bubble" pushed the market price well above the fundamental price
during the late 1920s and that this bubble burst with the 1929 panic.
Our new fundamentals estimation procedure yields the oppOsite result. In particular, our econometric procedure-in conjunction with
the present value model-yields fundamental prices that reproduce
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the magnitude, timing, and time-series behavior of the boom and
crash in 1929 stock prices. We therefore reject the popular claim that
the 1920s stock market contained a bubble and instead argue that, at
least in this one case, the standard bubble-free present value model
remains a valid tool for explaining market behavior.
Our procedure for obtaining fundamental prices is as follows. First.
we use dividend data from before 1920 to estimate a nonlinear ARMAARCH model for the time-series behavior of discounted dividend
gro\\th. Second, we use our model, with in-sample data, in a Monte
Carlo experiment to produce out-of-sample forecasts of discounted
dividend growth for 10,000 different simulated economies into the (almost) infinite future. Third, we calculate the present discounted value
of each of our 10.000 different forecasted dividend streams to obtain
10.000 different possible prices. Finally, the cross-sectional mean of
these 10,000 simulated prices is computed to obtain our estimate of
the market's expected discounted present value of the asset's future
cash flows. and thus the fundamental price.
The purely out-of-sample dividend forecasts from our model are
able to produce a fundamental price series that rises from roughly
the same value as the market price in 1920 to peak at the same time,
and within 10 points of. the market price in 1929 and then crdshes
along with the market price through the early 1930s. Furthermore, on
comparing our funuamental prices to market prices with a number of
statistical tests, we are easily able to reject the hypothesis that market prices contain a bubble. Indeed, our dividend forecasts suggest
that, given the information available to market participants living in
the early 1920s, dividends were expected to increase by enough to
warrant the observed rise in stock prices. However. as new information arrived in the late 19205. expectations of future dividends were
revised downward. resulting in the observed crash in prices. \'Ve therefore conclude that there was I/Ot a bubble in 1920s stock prices and
thus that the standard bubble-free present value model is appropriate
for even this most extreme episode.
The remainder of our article proceeds as follows. In Section 1 we
formalize the terms "fundamental price" and "bubble" and demonstrate that tr..!ditional procedures for estimating fundamental prices
erroneously find bubbles in asset prices because traditional models
are misspecified. In Section 2 we present our nonlinear AR1lA-ARCH
model and Monte Carlo simulation procedure for forecasting dividends and demonstr..!te that, when market prices are compared to the
fundamental prices produced by our new procedure, we reject the hypothesis of a bubble in market prices. In Section 3 we provide some
insight into why various elements of our econometric representation
are important for achieving a \vell-specified model to accurately fore-
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cast dividends and thus why we reject the bubbles hypothesis while
traditional models do not. Section 4 concludes.

1. The Data and its Traditional Interpretations
We begin our investigation by comparing market prices to the fundamental prices obtained from traditional models. Such a comparison is
useful because it provides a benchmark against which to compare the
results of our new fundamentals estimation procedure and because an
understanding of why traditional models fail to reject bubbles helps
to motivate the particular approach we employ.

1.1 Defining fundamentals and bubbles
Consider a share of stock whose price is determined at the beginning
of each period and that pays a dividend at the end of each period.
Define D, as the dividend payment made at the end of period t, P'+l
as the stock's selling price at the beginning of period t + I, and 1 + /",
as the gross real rate investors use to discount payments received
during period t. The rational time t price of the stock is then given
by Equation 0),
D' +P'+l}

P'=£'-I {

(1)

1 + Ii

in which £'-1 is the expectations operator conditional on information
available to the market when P, is being determined at the beginning
of period t (Le., information from the end of period t - 1 and earlier). Provided that the discounted present value of the stock's price
infinitely far into the future is zero (Le., there are no bubbles), we can
recursively substitute for future prices in Equation (1) to find that the
equals the expected present discounted value
fundamental price,
of all future dividends, as in Equation (2),

pi,

P,F

1) D
= E'_I {~(
L.- ni=o--.1+
j

_

j=O

Hj

}
.

(2)

'Hi

Following authors such as Camerer (989) and West (988), a rational explosive bubble is defined as a price process that satisfies Equation (1) but not Equation (2). For example, if pi'l is the market price
and
is the fundamental from Equation (2), then the market price
will satisfy Equation (1) for any time series B such that p/ I = pi + B,
and B, = £,-IIB,+I/(l + Ii)}; Le., although investors rationally know
that the current market price, Pill, exceeds the present value of future
the value of the bubble term B, is expected
dividend payments,
to increase just fast enough so that the higher than fundamental price

pi

pi,
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Actual price versus expost warranted price
Thi .... figure plots (he s..."-:p iOO ... tuck price index tpbin Iinel \er..u .... Ihe expo,,! warrJnteu prke
dine joining ~t:t~lllhuined hy ~uh:"!titllting into Equ:Jtion t21 the re:JlizL'd s..'XP iO!) dividends for
DI and tht: riskfrt:e intere ...( r.lle pIli:"! .1 C()n:"!t~lnt equity pn.·milltll for rr (the aUlial prke as of
DecemhL'r 1933 i" u"'t:'d for IhL' IrunL"Jtion approxil11:Jtionl. All clkubtions afe pL'rfOnlleu using
real \';.uiJhles and tht:'n plottt:'d in nOllliJul lL'fmS to ret:.!in tht:' \·i .... lul inuge of the hoom :Ind IT.l.'ih.
~L'L' Appendix 1 for tbla .... {)urce~.

an investor pays for the asset today is rewarded by an e\'en higher
than fundamental expected selling price next period, Com'ersely. an
irrational bubble is defined as a dh'ergence from fundamental prices
that satisfies neither Equation 0) nor Equation (2).
1.2 Expost warranted prices
:\Iuch of the traditional quantitati\'e evidence in support of bubbles
compares the actual market price to the ex post warranted price. calculated as the discounted present value of future realized dividends.
Following the procedure of Shiller (1981) and others. the "fundamentar to which the actual price is compared is thus obtained by substituting realized future dividends and discount rates into Equation (2)
for D/+J and r/+i. respectively.
Figure 2 plots the actual value of the S&P 500, monthly from 1920 to
1933. along with the expost \varranted price obtained as the present
discounted value of future realized real dividends (data sources in
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Appendix 1).3 Visual inspection of Figure 2 suggests that, if investors
had perfect foreknowledge of future dividend behavior, then the only
way they would have supported the spectacular rise and rail in observed prices as a market equilibrium is if the market price contained
an explosive bubble.
Our finding from visual examination of Figure 2 is supported by
Table 1, which presents some summary statistics on prices and returns
as well as unit root tests for the presence of bubbles:' Column 1 lists
the information reported in each row. Results for the actual S&P 500
are reported in column 2. Column 3 reports results from the expost
warranted series plotted in Figure 2. Other columns report results for
alternative models to be discussed below.
Part A of Table 1 contains some summary statistics on the actual
and various model-generated prices. First, note from the first three
rows of statistics in Table 1 that the expost warranted price is roughly
150 points belO\"\' the actual price on the peak date (September 1929).
Second, note that if there is an explosive bubble in prices then the
difference between the actual price and the fundamental price (Le.,
the price error) will be nonstationary, since the divergence of actual
prices from fundamental prices will be persistent in nature.' The last
row of part A in Table 1 reports the {-statistic from a PhillipS-Perron
test of the null hypothesis that the real price error follows a unit root
process. 6 For the expost warranted price we fail to reject the unit root
null for the period 1920 to 1933. The same (unreported) result holds
over the 1920 to 1929 subperiod. Thus, under the assumption that the
expost model accurately represents market fundamentals (i.e., that the
model is well specified), we find evidence for a bubble in the market
price.

~ :\1I-fl1ndamentals~

cakuiJtions arc pcrfonned using real \'anables and then tr.msbted into nominal
\'alues to retain the \'isual image of the hoom and cr.lsh, Sincc \VC do not han: UJtJ on reJlized
dh'idend"i into the infinite future. we follow the con\'ention adopted hy Shiller (19Hl) ~md replacc
the present \'alue of uh'idend.; outside our u3ta set with the present \'alue of the asset price on
the last uate for which wc do ha\'e data, In Figure l, the discount r.Ue employed is the n:al yidd
on high-qU:llity shon-tcrnl debt plus a constant eqUity premium equal to the a\"t.~r.lge return on
stocks over shun-ternl low-risk bonds from lX-:'1 10 19SH (see Appendi:x I), As has been amply
uemonstr.ueu in the literJture, discounting uh'idends:lt a constant r.lh:, or c\'en ~1I a varbhlc rate
dt!tcmlined hy the marginal utility of <..-onsumplion, lead..; to the same conciusion,

. Therc arc some additional tests that havc heen used in the hubhles litcr.llUTC hm which wc
do not pcrfonn in Ollr ;J.nicie, Our choke of hubbIes tests has been diClated by our desire to
maintain a level pbying field among the many models we im'cstig:Jte, For e.\.ample. we do
not use \'\'est"s (l9H7) popular test becausc both Barsky ~lOd Delong's (993) augmentation of
the Gordon model and our own nonlinc:Jriy augmented AR.\IA-ARCH forecasting model do nm
deih'cr the on~ridentifying restridions neces.o;;ary to implement the tcst.

, See Campbell and Shiller (1987) for a discussion of the time-series rebtionship hetween market
prices and dividend-hased fundamentals.
b

Results reponed are from unit root tests with data-dependent b)( length and nn trend. Adding a
tTend does not affed our conclusions,
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rhe lasl row of the wble gives the I-Sl:uislic from it Phillips-Pl'rron teM-with d;lIa-depenc.Jenl 1:lg lenglh and no treml--(lf till' null hypothesis Ih:1I
Ihe real return implied by the price series in question possesses a unit root. Througholll Ihe lahle, • denotes slatistical signific:tnl'e at 10 percent.
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Part B of Table 1 presents some statistics on the real returns implied
by the various price series, including the first four moments of each
returns distribution and a test for a unit root in the returns process.
As noted by Camerer (989), if there is a bubble in actual prices
then actual returns will have a higher variance and fatter tails than
fundamental returns since, as bubbles expand and then burst in the
actual series, unusually sizable returns will be realized. Results from
the first four rows of part B of Table 1 therefore support the bubbles
hypothesis in that the expost warranted returns series has a much
smaller standard deviation and fourth moment than the actual series.
The last row of Table 1 presents I-statistics from a PhillipS-Perron test
of the null hypothesis that returns from the price series in question
possess a unit root. The result that actual returns reject the null, while
the expost series does not, is consistent with the assertion of Shiller
(989) and others that returns from the expost series are much too
smooth relative to actual returns.
From Figure 2 and Table 1 it is clear that if expost warranted prices
provided an accurate estimate of the market's fundamentals, then we
would fail to reject the bubbles hypothesis. However, we argue that
expost warranted prices do 1101 provide the most accurate representation possible of the market's true fundamentals. In particular, a standard assumption that permits us to substitute realized dividends into
Equation (2) for their expected values is that dividends are stationary.
However, there is substantial evidence that dividends are not stationary and thus that at least one of the assumptions required to treat the
expost warranted series as an accurate representation of the market's
fundamental price is violated. 7 We therefore argue that the estimated
fundamentals do not match actual prices in Figure 2 because the estimated fundamentals do not match the market's true fundamentals
and not because the true fundamentals do not match actual prices.

1.3 The Gordon growth model
The Gordon (962) model seeks to address the nonstationarity of
dividends by using dividend growth rates, instead of levels. This is
accomplished by first rewriting the right-hand side of Equation (2) in
terms of the most recently paid dividend D,_I and expected future discounted dividend grO\vth. Define g, (D,- D,_ d / Dt-\ as the growth
rate of real dividends, so D, = (1 + g,)D,_I, to rewrite Equation (2)

=

as pi = £'-1

7

{L~o D,_I n{=o[(1 + g,+i)/(1 + li+i)]}

which, defining

Augmented Dicky-Fuller and PhillipS-Perron tests for a unit root in our real di\'idend series cannot
rejeClthe unit root null at the 10 percent lewl of Significance. For more on th~ nonstationarity of
dividend•. see Kleidon (1986) and Mankiw. Romer. and Shapiro (1985. 199]).
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)'r == (1 + gr)/O + Ii) as the discounted re~il dividend growth rate.
can be expressed as Pi' = D r- l 1:t -IIJ't + )'t)'t+1 + )'t)'t+IJ't+l + ... }.
Equation (2) can then be rewrillen as Equation (3).

(3)
Gordon (962) assumes that r (the discount rate) and g (the dividend growth rate) are constants so that )'r+i =)' == (1 + g)/O + r) is
a constant for all i in Equation (3), Equation (3) therefore reduces [0
the familiar Equation (-i) in which the fundamental price is a constant
multiple of the most recently paid dividend.

P{-'

= Dr-

I

(l+

g

r-g

),

(-i)

l'sing a\'erage 1//ulltb~J' \'alues of rand g from 1900 to 1919. as might
an im'eslOr living in 1920. produces (1 + g)/(r - g) = 200, Figure
3 therefore plots dividends multiplied by 200 (i.e .. the basic Gordon
model's fundamental price) along with [he market price,
\Vhi[e (1990:72) slates [hal. by examining the type of relationship
between prices and di\'idends plolled in Figure 3. we can observe
"the remarkable change that O\'ertook the stock market [during the
!ate 1920s]. From 1922 to 1927 dh'idends and prices moved together.
but while di\'idends continued to grow rather smoothly in 1928 and
1929, stock prices soared far above them." an implication being that
there was a bubble in late 1920s stock prices, Indeed. the statistics
presented in column -{ of Table 1 for the basic Gordon model give
the appearance of a bubble in the market price, For example. as seen
in the last row in part A of Table 1 (column -i). we fail to reject the
null of a unit root in the difference between the market price and
Gordon price, a finding which is consistent with the presence of a
nons[a[ionary bubble in the market price, Of course. the conclusion
that the market price contains a bubble rests on the assumption that
the Gordon model accuratel~' represents the dividend forecasting procedure used by 1920s im'estors, Howe\'er. since dividend growth is
far from constant in reality-and. more importantly. possesses time\'arying conditional moments-\\'e would argue that a model that simply assumes unchanging growth r.iles is misspecified and thus that the
bubble conclusion is unwarranted,H
0;

There is an inter~s[ing ~pct:ial ca:-.c in whiL"h Gordon's assumptions would he warrJntcd. If utility
is the log of consumption. anti if consumption ctluals dh'idemls. then in\'l~stors will set pt =
DH (flIll -Ilil, where P is the standard time discount factor, If the growth rJtc in dh'idcnd, "'
expelled (() equal Gon..lon's const.lnr Rand rhe expelled return is a constant t.>tlual to Gonlon's
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Figure 3
Actu3l price versus basic Gordon gro"oth fundamental
This figure plots the s..~p ~OO stock price index (plain line I n~T~US the Il'n:1 of ~I\:P =iO\) ui\"idends
multiplied by 200 (line joining stars). Tht:' line joining ~t:tr.-; is also tht:' fumlaml..'ntal price implit:d
by the Gordon grO\\1h model in Equation (4). since using J,\"erJ.gt: 111O'1Ib(r\"~lllleS ()f rand ,f.! from
1900 10 1919. as might an in\"estor Ihoing in 1920, protilU':t.:'S (l + .~)/(,. - ,LD = 200 ~ee Appendix
1 for data sourl"t:'s.

Recognizing the aforementioned shortcoming in Gordon's original
constant-g model, Barsky and Delong (993) assume instead that gin
Equation (4) is nonconstant and evolves with a geometrically declining
distributed lag as in Equation (5). with the weighting parameter A
slightly less than unity.
1-1

gl = (1- >..) L>..igl-l-i+AlgO.

(5)

;=0

Barsky and Delong find that they are able to insert Equation (5) into
Equation (4) to obtain "fundamental" prices that roughly approximate
the broad swings observed in annual stock price data from 1880 to
1992, proVided they also assume that>.. = 0.97 and r = 0.06. 9
r. then it is possible to shO\\'Ihat (1
thif;j to our attention.

+ !ll/(r -II) = (Il/I! -

Ill>. We thank the rderee for dr.\\"ing

" Barsky and Delong (1993) also invcstig;l!e A = 0.9;. hut find that with ). = 0.97 ther arc better
able to C'dpture broad features of the data. We therefore use ). = 0.9~ in our examples below.
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Figure 4
Actual price versus augmented Gordon fundamental
Thi . . figure plots rhe ~"(P ':;00 :-otock price index (plain line) \'ersus the augmented Gonion growth
model fundamental priL~ (line joining !'Itars) ohtained hy suh~titllling Equation (;) into Equation
(-t) for R,. See Appendix 1 for data sources,

Figure 4 plots actual prices along with the augmented Gordon fundamental prices produced by inserting Equation (5) into Equation
(4) using the monthly equivalents of Barsky and Delong's A and ,.
assumptions. lO From visual inspection of Figure 4, an opponent of
bubbles would observe that the estimated fundamentals reproduce
fairly well the broad movement in 1920s stock prices. Unfortunately,
the market price is still suffiCiently different from the estimated "fundamental" that a proponent of the bubbles hypothesis could claim
a bubble in the market price. For example, notice from column 5
in part A of Table 1 that we fail to reject the null of a unit root in
the augmented Gordon fundamental price error, thereby suggesting
a persistent deviation of actual prices from fundamentals. Thus, assuming that the model in Equations (4) and (5) accurately reproduces
the market's true fundamentals, we again find some support for the

1'1

=

In figure 4, A 0.997'5. which is the monthly equi\'alent of Barsky and Del.ong·s (993) annual
A = 0.97. and r = O.OO~9. the monthly equivalent of llarsky and Delong's 6 percent annuall),. As
in Uarsky and Delong. we set /.!II equal to the J\'er.lge value of g over the entire peri(xI for which
we have data. which in our case i.<; tR99 to 193-4.
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bubbles hypothesis. However, we also reiterate our previous objection to the conclusion of a bubble in market prices on the grounds
that, like previous models, the augmented Gordon model in Equations (4) and (5) is not sufficiently well specified to accurately capture
all of the many subtleties in dividend behavior required to examine
complicated phenomena such as price bubbles.
Misspecification in Barsky and Delong's (993) augmentation of
the Gordon model comes from at least two sources. First, the Barsky
and DeLong procedure uses assumed instead of estimated values for
A and r. Our attempts to estimate A directly from the data reveal
that while theory requires A to be a number only slightly less than
unity, maximum likelihood estimation of A on dividend data from our
entire time period of 1900 to 1933, as well as from the presample
subperiod of. 1900 to 1919, fails to yield a A estimate even close to
0.97 annual~y (Le., 0.9975 monthly). This suggests that, at least for the
time perioe: we study, the data do not support the imposed specification for g in Equation (5).11 More important than this, however, is
the misspecification error one produces by inserting Equation (5) into
Equation (4) to obtain the augmented Gordon model. If g is nonconstant and evolves according to Equation (5), then Equation (4) cannot
be true since, to derive Equation (4) from Equation (3), g is assumed
constant. The augmented Gordon model comprised of Equations (4)
and (5) is therefore internally inconsistent. This leads us to conclude
that the augmented Gordon fundamentals do not match actual prices
in Figure 4 because the model used to estimate fundamental prices
is misspecified and not necessarily because there is a bubble in the
market price.

2. A New Fundamentals Approximation Procedure
Although all three of the preceding traditional fundamentals estimating models are misspecified and give the appearance of bubbles, a
definite progression in their relative ability to reproduce market data
is evident. For example, the Gordon fundamental accounts for more
of the rise and fall in market prices than does the expost fundamental because the Gordon model accounts for the nonstationarity of
II

Rec-.l1I that the a$.<umed values used in Figure ~ arc A = 0.97 (annuallr). r = 0.06 (annually). and
g, (which we <.Ieulate over 1R99to 1934). Using "alues of t. e,'en a little bit different from the

~

=

assumed value (e.g., using estimated values for ).) would result in a substantially les..'i impressh"t:
fundamental series. Funhennore, using the constant discount rate of 8.3 percent obtained from
our data (see Appendix J), instead of Barsky and Delong's r = 0.06, would produce a much

flatter augmented Gordon fundamental that looks more like the basic Gordon fundamental in
Figure 3. The augmented Gordon fundamental in Figure .} L'i also rather sensith"e to the assumed

value of

~.

In panieular, we would obtain a significantly Ie$.< impressive augmented Gordon

fundamental if we restricted ourselves to in-sample information only when calculating

~.
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di\'idends, while the expost model does not. Similarly. Barsky and
Delong's (993) augmentation of the Gordon model performs even
better than Gordon's original version because Barsky and Delong alImy the dividend multiplier. (1 + g)/(r - g). to rise and fall with the
di\'idend growth rate while in Gordon's original version the multiplier
is constant. Thus. since both the le\'el alld growth rate of dividends
rose during the late 1920s. the augmented Gordon model produces
fundamentals that rise and fall more than the basic Gordon fundamental.
Our new approach rests on three obsen'ations taken from the three
preceding models, First, we need to model growth rates. not levels,
Second, these growth r..Ites should be allowed to change over time.
as they do in the actual data, Third. because growth is not constant.
one cannot \\'ork with Gordon's Equation (-i) but must instead use
the less restricti\'e Equation (3) directlyY Gi\'en these observations.
our objecti\'e is to find a \\'ell-specified model \\'ith which to estimate
the market's expected \'alue of the infinite sum of the progressive
product of discounted dividend growth rates (i,e,. £1-1 !.J'I + .l'1.l'1+1 +
)'1)'1"-1)'1+2 +, , ,}) so that this multiplier can be used directly with DI _ 1
in Equation (3) to obtain the fundamental price Pi'2.1 The forecasting information set
To obtain our estimate of market's fundamental price. we will use only
information availahle to time t im'estors-that is. information dated
t - 1 and earlier-to (a) forecast the discounted dh'idend gro\\'th rate
J'I == (1 + gl) / ( 1 + Ii) into the infinite future and to then (b) calculate
the progressh'e product of the forecasted )'S to obtain the date t multiplier and resulting fundamental price, :'\ote that since our ultimate
objecti\'e is to test for price hubbIes. we cannot use past market prices
[0 forecast future \'alues for y, This is hecause, if there is a bubble
in the market price, then by including past prices in our forecasting
information set we might inad\'ertently impute a bubble into our fundamental price so that. on comparing our fundamental to the market
price, we might erroneously fail to uncO\'er the market price bubble,
For this reason, we only use information on past discounted dividend
grO\\'lh rates, YI_I' to forecast future discounted di\'idend growth rates.
)'1-1'

/J.)

- In forming our discounted di\'idend grO\yth series
we can obtain )'1 's numerator. (1 + gr>, directl), from the data, However. we
must make some assumptions regarding the investor's discount rate.
(1 + 1'1). which forms the denominator of )'1' Cochrane 0992:252-253)

l~ ~t.:'e footno[e H for ;..10 imere:.(ing :;pecial C.J:;e in which Equation f...I) em still

be used.
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suggests three interesting cases for (1 + 1"1): a constant discount rate. a
consumption-based discount rate. and a discount rate equal to some
variable reference return plus a risk premium. For completeness we
calculate (1 + Ii) in all three ways. each of which is explained more
fully in AppendLx 1.
For our constant discount rate we follow Shiller's (989) approach
and set Ii equal to the average real return on stocks for 1871 to 1988
(i.e., 8.13 percent annually. or 0.0067 monthly). For our consumptionbased rate \\'e folio",' authors such as Grossman and Shiller (981) and
employ the standard power utility function in consumption to obtain
(1 + Ii) = {3-1(Ct/C1_Il a where a is the coefficient of relative risk
a\'ersion. {3 is the subjecth'e time discount rate. and C1 is consumption for the upcoming period I. Since most studies suggest that a
somewhere between 1 and 2 is appropriate ",'e use a = 1.5. although
our results are not overly sensith'e to other reasonable \'alues for a.
We then set {3 = 0.9953 so that the average value of the consumptionbased ys equals the average \'alue of the constant-I" .l's. This gh'es an
annualized {3 = 0.945, which is well within the range of (3 E [.90 .. 99J
employed in most studies,13
For our reference-return plus risk-premium discount rate we set
Ii equal to the real yield on high-quality shon-term bonds in period 1 plus a constant equity premium equal to the average real return on stocks over high quality shon-term bonds from 1871 to 1988.
This particular approach has the attracti\'e feature that )'1 = ~~:~: =
H(IG,-:rl/ll+:rll _ o+G')'1
' . fl'
' d G1 an d R1 are nomHUN, :rI/IH:r1l - O+N,)' '" lere rr IS In allon an
inal dividend gro",·th and discount rates. respectively. Thus. with Ii
based on a time-\'arying bond rate. modeling)' allo",'s us to work
with ratios of nominal discount and gro"'1h rates directly and thus
remo\'es a possible source of measurement error in the price index
used to form rr, A variety of statistical tests confirm that. for each of
our three discounting com·entions. the 1.1'1 process is stationary o\'er
the presample intef\'al of 1900 to 1919 as ""ell as over the entire 1900
to 1933 period,H

2.2 The model
Given that J' is stationary, the first stage of our fundamentals estimation procedure progresses in three standard steps: model specifica-

1:'0

See '\lehrJ and Prescott (19H5) for some discussion of trJditionally appropriate

1~

Phillips~PeITOn teSl'\ for a unit root in y. with data-dependent lag length, yield
~2.58. and -2,71 for constant-r, consumption-r and hond yield-r. r~spe-llively.

Q'

and

f3 \'alues,

I-statistics of -2,5H,
O\'er 1900 to 1919.
For our entire sample of 1900 to 1933 we obtain I-statistics of -3.03. -3,06. and -2.9-i for constJ.nt-r.
consumption-r. and Ixmd yield-r. rcspcl1ivdy, In all elses the 10 pe-rcent critical \'J.lue is -.25-.
Augmented Dicky-Fuller tests yield t'n~'n stronger rejections.
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tion, pam meter estimation, and forecasting. To specify the appropriate time-series model for y, we begin by analyzing the y data from
before 1920, since this is presumably what an investor living in 1920
would have done in an effort to forecast y, and thus estimate fundamental prices into the late 1920s. We do not use data from after 1920
for the purpose of model selection since we do not want to use any
information that was not available to market participants in the early
1920s, who were themselves trying to determine the correct model
with which to form their own dividend forecasts.
Tr.lditional Box-Jenkins analysis of y from 1900 to 1919 reveals that
we need not search beyond ARl\lA models of order (2,2) to remove
evidence of significant autocorrelation in y. However, LM tests reveal
that there remains some significant autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity in the model residuals. Furthermore. investigations for
neglected nonlinearity of the rype studied by Lee, White, and Gmnger
(}993) also suggest the possibility of important nonlinear effects in
the y processes. We found that. when these nonlinear effects are accounted for, nonlinearly augmented AR models with AR residuals fit
the 1900 to 1919 data better than do simple ARt\lA models. To account
for all the aforementioned features of the y process, and thus produce
a correctly specified model. we therefore consider models for y that
satisfy Equations (6) through (3) listed in Table 2.
The first summation in Table 2's Equation (6) contains the standard
AR component of the y process. The second summation in Equation
(6) is designed to capture nonlinear effects. As can be seen from Equation (7), the '\1(.) terms take a logistic tmnsform of the standardized
differences (Le., z) and squared differences (i.e., Z2) of Yl_j from its
lagged value as specified in Equation (8). These logistic terms in the
second summation in Equation (6) therefore mitigate, in a nonlinear
manner, the persistence effects of outlier ys from the first summation
in Equation (6). The abiliry of logistic terms like Equation (7)'s '\1(.)
to capture nonlinearities in a variery of applications has been well
documented in the artificial neuml nem'ork litemture where their use
has greatly proliferated in recent years. I; Finally, the residual from
Equation (6) is modeled with the AR process in Equation (0) and the
generalized ARCH conditional variance in Equations (1I) and (12). A
detailed discussion of the contribution and importance of each feature

l'

See, for example. Kuan and White (199~). To achieve identilkation of the a, parameters in Equation (7), We follow u}fivcntion in the anificial neurJI network IiterJture and assign \'alues to Cl)
with Equation (9) so that
fills the interval (-1,11 as k increases. Similarly, we multiply the paren-

w.

thesized term in Equation (i) by O.Ql to satLsfy the hound on the groMh of the inOuence of the
1\>(.) term. as explained by Stinchcomhe and White (l99~). Work by Hornik, Stinchcomhe, and
White (19119. 1990l re"eaLs that such a specification for 1\>(.) will allow the afrJY of logistic terms
(0 provide a uni\'t~r..al approxim3tor for 3 \vide cbss of nonlinear fuO<.1.ions,
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Table 2
The ARAR·ARCH·ANN forecasting model
A. Definitions
D, '" dividends paid during period I
g, '" (D, - DH1/DH '" the dividend gro\\1h rJte
(1 + Ii) = the gros.'i discount r.Ile (constant. consumption-Ixlsed. or hond yicld-h:lsed)
-,", '" (\ +&1/(1 + r,) '" the discounted dh-idend gm\\1h rJte

B. The forecasting model
"1

.I; = a +

L

L I\«~,. =,.
'I,!

fJ,.I;-, +

=r_, =

(l'I-, -

fEr

II,

"
=L

br=A+

L¢,b

t- ,

1=1

(6)

(H)

(9)

+ II,

~,- (0.

""

E,

)/O':H

Plft_1

= ../h,~, :

+

+ Ii + ; + jll

)"-1-1

w,,) = S;I/(:r x /I/Is

w,)

(10)

1)

(II)

.

+ L~lll;-J

(12)

/=1

(13)

This table presents the mood used in our forecast simulJtion exercises omlined in the text
and in AppendLx 2. Values of "l. Il.!.. s./.lJ. 111,. and m!. for the constant-To consumption-T and
hond yidd-r )' series are optimally chosen on 1900 to 1919 data using the augmented BoxJenkins procedure outlined in "\ppendLx 2. The optimal specifications are as follows: constant-r:
II, ::::: 2. II!. = 1. s = 1. I = 2. tJ = 1. IU, = O. Ill!. = 1; consumption-r: '1\ = 2. II!. = 1. s = 2. I =
2. CJ = l. 1111 = O. ",,! = 1: hond yielrJ-r: III = 1. II,! = 1. s = 1. 1= 1. CJ = 2. "'1 = O. Ill,! = 1.

in our model for accurately forecasting discounted dividend growth
is presented in Section 3.
Equation (13) provides specification grid boundaries for the models that we consider. Specific values of 1/\. 1/2. S. I. q. 111\. 1112 for the
constant-I'. consumption-I'. and bond yield-I' J' series are optimalIy
chosen on 1900 to 1919 data using the augmented Box-Jenkins procedure outlined in Appendix 2. The optimal specifications are as follows: constant-I': 11\ = 2. 112 = 1. s = 1. 1 = 2. q = 1. 111\ = O. 11/2 = 1;
consumption-I': 11) = 2. 112 = 1. s = 2. 1 = 2. q = 1. 111) = O. 1112 = 1;
bond yield-I': 11) = 1. 112 = 1. s = 1.1 = 1. q = 2. 111) = O. 1112 = 1. A
variety of tests reveal that these models are all well specified. as one
would expect from our model construction procedure (see AppendLx
2 for details). The robustness of our results to a variety of specification
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errors caused hy omission of \'arious terms in Equations (6) through
(13) is discussed helow.
Holding fixed the model specifications chosen with 1900 to 1919
data. we next proceed to parameter estimation. \Ve use a rolling estimation procedure to produce. for each date from 1920 to 1933. parameter estimates conditional only on information a\'ailable to the
in\'estor at the time prices were being determined. For example. parameter '.·alues used to forecast future discounted di\'idend growth as
of 1920:1. and thus calculate the fundamental price for 1920:1. are
estimated using only data on .1' up to 1919:12. Parameter \·;t\ues used
to calculate the fundamental price for 1920:2 are then estimated using
only data up to 1920: 1. and so forth. \X'e ne\'er use data from after
t - 1 to obtain parameter estimates at time t since this would gh'e our
model an unbir ad\'antage O\'er im"estors who were actually determining market prices during the 1920s. \X"e do update our parameter
estimates at each date as new information becomes a\·ailable. howe\·er. since this new information would undoubtedly ha\'e been used
by im'estors in an effort to increase the accuracy of their estimates of
the economy's ··true" underlying parameters.
Finally. we use the model specification and parameter estimates.
which \\'ere formed using only information a\'ailable to the market
at time t (i.e .. information dated t - 1 and earlier) to forecast the
sequence .1'1' )"1-1 . .1'1-2. etc. Our goal in doing this is to calculate. for
each date t. the expected \'alue of the sum of the progressi\'e product
of the forecasted .1's that appears on the right-hand side of Equation
( 3 J. and then to multiply known di\'idends from date t - 1 by this sum
to obtain the estimated fundamental
As lan be seen from the model in Equations (6) through (13) . .1'1-'-; is
not generally independent of .1'1-'-; so that .l:~-d.1'I.1'I-,-d i= .l:~-d.1'II.l:~-1
{.1'1-'-11 in general. Thus. when calculating expectations of the bracketed term on the right side of Equation (3). we cannot simply set
111_, = 0 in Equation (H» and extend out the .1' series in the trdditional
forecasting fashion to form a separate expectation for each indi\'idual .1'r-'-,. Instead. the expected value of the sum of the progressi\'e
product in Equation (3) must be calculated numerically using :-'Ionte
Carlo simulation. This im'oh'es producing cross sections of time series (up to 10.000 obsef\'ations long) for II in Equation (10). which
are randomly drawn from the distribution in Equations (II) and (I2).
to produce cross sections of simulated time series for E in Equation
(10) and thus .1' in Equation (6). Each simulated time series for y is
then progressi\'ely multiplied and summed as in Equation (3). This
procedure is repeated 10.000 times to produce 10.000 different values
for the bmcketed term on the right-hand side of Equation (3). The
expected value of the bracketed term is then calculated as the mean

Pi'-
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Figure S
Actual price "'ersus fOrecaCiit simulation price (constant·r)
Thi-; figure plo\." the ~,\:p ':;00 "wck pricc imlex I plain lint:) \"ep',u", the funJ:lIl1t:nul priu: nine
joining ~t:lr-;) oht:linL'J with our AR\R·:\RClk\:\":\" modd in Tablc 2 anJ forcca"l ~jmubti()n
procedure from .-\ppt:mlix 2. ThL' di ... count rJIc r: i, a con"t3.nt equJI to the a\l'r:l~e return on
~t()ck~ from 11'';-1 to 19~. See Appendix 1 for uau ~OUTl:t: ...

of the 10.000 simulated summed products. This expected \-alue is finally multiplied by the most recently obseryed diyidend to calculate
the fundamental price P:-' A detailed description of our simulation
procedure is contained in Appendix 2.

2.3 Results
The solid line in Figure 5 plots the actual S&P 500. The line connecting stars in Figure 5 plots our forecast simulation fundamental price
sequence produced with constant discount rates. :\ote that our forecast simulation fundamental price rises and falls like actual prices and
peaks within 10 points of the actual price·s peak. ;\lthough our fundamental peaks 3 months later than actual prices (i.e .. in December 1929.
instead of September 1929), our fundamental clearly rejects the notion
of an explosive bubble that expands until September 1929 and then
bursts. An explosive bubble requires that the difference bem·een the
market and fundamental price increase as long as the bubble floats.
Conversely, Figure 5 reveals that the difference between our fundamental and the market price is actually shrinking throughout 1928 and
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Figure 6
Actual price versus forecast simulation price (consumption·r)
Thb figure plOl'i the ~I\:P .,00 stock price index (plain line) versus the fundamental price (line
ioining st.lCS) ohtained with our AR.-\R-ARCII-A!,\!,\ model in Table 2 ami forecast simulation
procedure from Appendix 2. The gro. . s dio;count rJtt..' (1 + r,) is derived from a standard power
utility fum.:tion in consumption with the coefficient of rclatin~ rbk aversion a = 1.5 and the
monthly suhjectin: time dbcount rJte fj =: 0.9953 (i.e .. 0.945 annually). Sec Appendix 1 for data
sources.

1929. Indeed, the Phillips-Perron unit root I-statistic in the last row of
part A in Table 1 (column 6) reports that, unlike the traditional models, we are able to reject the null hypothesis that our real price error
displays a unit root (the same result is obtained if we restrict our time
period to 1920 to 1929). This suggests that there is 1101 a bubble in
actual prices when compared to our fundamentals, Furthermore, as
theory suggests should be the case in the absence of bubbles [e,g.,
Camerer (989), Shiller (989)], part B of Table 1 reveals that returns
from our fundamental series are slightly more volatile than actual returns, as measured by their standard deviation, and have fourth moments (Le., tail thickness) roughly equal to actual returns. In addition,
our fundamental implies returns that, like actual returns, are stationary. Thus, unlike the traditional models we investigate, our dividend
forecasting model produces returns with properties similar to actual
returns,
Figure 6 plots actual prices along with our consumption-based forecast simulation fundamental price. Although the consumption-based
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fundamental does rise and fall like actual prices, this fundamental does
not appear to mimic actual prices quite as well as the constant interest
rate fundamental. In particular, we see from the last row of part A in
Table 1 (column 7) that, unlike the constant-r case, the consumptionr fundamental fails to reject a unit root in the real price error at the
10 percent level. However, our failure in this one test is weak (estimated (-ratio = -2.35, 10 percent critical value = -2.57) and we see
no strong evidence of bubbles in any of our other statistical examinations of the consumption-r fundamental. For example, from part B
of Table 1 (column 7) we see that the moments of the fundamental
returns distribution accord well with the moments of actual returns.
The observation that our consumption-r fundamental has variance
and tail thickness roughly equal to actual returns is especially interesting given the well-documented difficulty of traditional procedures
to reconcile the volatility of asset prices with the smoothness of consumption. For example, while the results from our new forecasting
model are obtained with a risk aversion parameter of ex = 1.5, an ex
value well within the range of 1 to 2 suggested by most theoretical
studies, Grossman and Shiller's (981) traditional approach achieves
only marginal success \vith ex = 4, and IVlehra and Prescott (985) find
that even with ex = 10 it is difficult to reconcile returns volatility with
consumption smoothness.
Figure 7 plots actual prices along with our forecast simulation fundamental price with a discount rate equal to the real high-quality
short-term bond rate plus a constant risk premium. The Similarity
between the actual price series and this fundamental series is truly
remarkable. The dividend forecasts from our model, which are based
only on dividend and interest rate information available to investors at
the time actual prices were being determined, produce a fundamental
price series that rises from roughly the same value as actual prices in
1920 to peak at exactly the same time, and within 10 points of, the
actual price in 1929. Our fundamental ;>rice then crashes along with
the observed price in the early 1930s and recovers with actual prices
in the mid 1930s. There are several reasons for this interesting result,
all of which we discuss in the following section. I Towever, before doing so, it is useful to confirm that Table l's statistical results support
our visual findings. From column 8 of Table 1 we see that Figure 7's
real price error is indeed stationary and that the first four moments
of the fundamental returns distribution match those from the actual
market returns. In particular, fundamental returns are slightly more
volatile than actual returns and almost as fat-tailed. In short, there is
no evidence of a bubble.
An investor living in the 1920s would undoubtedly have used a
wide variety of information (e.g., business forecasts, company reports,
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Figure 7
Actual price versus forecast simulation price (bond yleld-r)
This figure plots the S&P ')00 ~t(}(k price imlt:x (pl:.tin line) \'er~us the fundamental price Oine
joining ~Iars) obtaineu ,,\'jllt our AR:\R·:\HCII·Ai'\~ model in Table .2 and forecast simul:.ttion
procedure from t\ppen<.!ix .2. Thl.:' UiSluunt rate Ii equals the imere~t rJte on low·rbk (ommcrcial
paper plus a ,,:onstant equity pn..·miullll.:'qu;.t1 to the :l\'erJge ex(c~s return on s[()(ks o\'er low·risk
honds from IH;l to llYHH. Sec Appendix I for ual:.t sourccs.

past prices, etc.) to form expectations of future dividends. We have
only used a small subset of this information: dividends alone in Figure 5. dividends and consumption in Figure 6, and dividends and
interest rates in Figure 7. We would therefore not expect our fundamentals to exactly match the true fundamentals constructed by 1920s'
investors. II) Thus. even if there was no bubble in actual prices, we
would not expect our fundamentals to exactly match actual market
prices_ Nevertheless, from visual examination of Figures 5 through 7
and the statistics in Table L it is difficult to claim that market prices
differ from our estimates of fundamental prices in a substantial and
persistent bubble-like manner. Since the models used to obtain our
fundamental prices are well specified and derived from the dividend
data. and are therefore consistent with this clata, we therefore reject
the hypothesis that there was a bubble in the 1920s stock market.

10

Indeed. one might argue that our estim:.ttcd fundamental pri(es sfl(JUld lag behind al1ual prices (0
the extent tlt;.n our models require extra y realizations to compensate for the ral1 that our fOfC'casts
3re based on :.I rJther limited suhset of :.Ill infunnation a\'ailabl~ to inve~t()rs.
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3. Discussion
Two observations arise from Table 1 and the preceding figures. First,
our new forecasting procedure yields fundamentals that reject bubbles, while tmditional models do not. Second, on comparing Figures
5, 6, and 7 we see that, among our three forecasting models, the
bond yield discount rate specification for .l' performs best and the
consumption-based .l' worst. In this section we attempt to explain
these findings.

3.1 Modeling freedom and dividend forecasts
One could argue that our model is more successful than traditional
models in mimicking market prices because our new dividend forecasting procedure more accurately reproduces the market's true expectations of future dividends. Unfortunately, such an assertion can
never be tested directly since we cannot observe the market's true dividend expectations. It is nevertheless useful to begin our discussion
by examining the ability of each model to forecast dividends from
some date t into the infinite future, given only information from date
t - 1 and earlier. We then compare the forecasts from each model
with realized dividends. While in principle any date could be chosen
as the forecast starting point, we begin with an example in which date
t is June 1932, the month in which market prices reached their 100vest
point following the crash. This choice is especially useful for illustrative purposes because it allows us to examine the various models'
abilities to predict the trough and turning point in actual dividends,
which occurred in mid-1933 (see Figure 3).
Figure 8 plots 19 months of realized dividends from ro.'iay 1932 (period 0) to December 1934, the last month in our data sample, along
with the first 60 months of out-of-sample dividend forecasts made by
various models; that is, forecasts for periods 1 through 60 conditional
only on information from period O. Dividend forecasts for each model
are therefore obtained as Dt+i = D'_I n5=o(1+gt+j), where (-1 = May
1932 and gt+j is the period t + j rate of dividend growth forecasted
by the model in question.
The plain curve in Figure 8-which ends in period 18: December
1934 -plots actual dividends. This curve reveals that actual dividends
declined from June 1932 (period 1) until June 1933 (period 13), after
which they began to rebound. This realized pattern looks very different from the monotonically increasing top two curves in Figure 8,
which plot dividend forecasts obtained from the augmented Gordon
and basic Gordon models (top and second-from-top curves, respectively). Indeed, compared to actual diVidends, the Gordon models are
unrealistically bullish, forecasting increasing dividends from June 1932
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Figure 8
Dividends forecasted as of date 1 - 1932: 6
This figure plots the sequence of fumre dividends forel'asted hy \'arious m(}dd~ as of 1932:6
(period 1) w .. ing only infonnation from 1932:; (period 0) and earlier. The trum.:alcd plain line
plo!...; ;Ictual divicJcm.b, "I1le line joining circles plms dh'idcnd., fore('''Olstcd hy thl' bask GOrUon
gro\\lh mexJd of Equation (.j), The line joining diamonds plots dividendo; f()rCc.l~tecJ by the
;lugmemeu Gordon gnJ\\lh model. oht:..lined hy ino;crting Equation c:;) into Equation (.f), Thc line
joining stars plots divitlends fOfCclstt.'d hy our ARAR-ARCH-Al'\j\;' forecast ~iI11ulation pnx.:edurc.
outlined in Appendix 2.. using the mouel in Tahle 2 with a constant discount rJtc r, equal to the
a\cr.lge return on stocks from IH71 to 19HH, Sec Appendi.x 1 for data soUCl,'CS,

onward. Quite a different result is seen in the second-from-bottom
curve (joining stars) in Figure 8. which plots the sequence of dividends forecasted by our new procedure with a constant discount
rate as in Figure 6. 17 This forecast simulation dividend curve reveals
that. using only dividend information available in May 1932. our new
model predicts that dividends will fall for the next 14 months and
then slowly rise thereafter, a pattern very similar to that subsequently
taken by realized dividends.
The ability of our model to produce out-of-sample dividend forecasts that fall and then rise like realized dividends highlights an im-

1-

Sec Section .2 and Appendix 2 for dC[Jils on cxal11y how our focc(''asl''i are produced, KOIC that
what is ac1uallr plotted in Fi!(ure H is the mean of Ihe dividend forecast< for each date from 10.000

rcplil"Oltiono; of our dividend fOfCc.I!'>ting modcl. Also note that We" usc the constant-r vcrsion of our
model here hecause our procedure fOn:l';lstS J', ... , (l + g,+)/{l + rt~J)' and thus we cannm in
gencrJI separJtc forcL''3sl''i of dividend gr()\\1h from forecasts of the discount r.l1c, Howcver. with
(1 + li_,) con:-;tant as in Figure 6, we C.ln casily retrieve the forecasted numer.nor. n;::::l,(l +gl+)l.
and thus a dividend roreG.I~t for cal'll pcrieK.i from date t into thc infinite future.

=
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Figure 9
Monthly price-<ilvldend ratios
This figure plots molllb(l' price-dividend (P 'D) rJtios from \·arious m<xlds. The plain line (highest
line 3( the 1929 peak) plots the al1ual P [) r.ltio. The line joining stars (second to highest line
at the 1929 pe3k) plots the fumJament~ll P/D r.ltio where prices :tre ohtained with our :\.It-\RARCH-Ai\i'\ foret4lst simulation procedure, olltlined in Appendix 2. using the modd in Tahle 2
with the discount rate r, equal to the interest r.Ue on low-risk commerci:.tl paper plus a n>nstant
equity premium equal to the 3\'cr.lge ex(,,:es." return on :-.tocks o\'t:r JO\'\·-risk honus from UP"} [0
19M. The line joining diamnml.. Uhird (() highest line at the 1929 peak) plots the augmented
Gordon fundamental P/D r.ltio ohtained hy substituting Equation (5) into Equ:ttion (-,). The line
joining circles (horizontal line) plots dw hasic Gordon fund:tment~ll monthly P' D l:nin which.
from Equation (-I), is 3 const3nt at (1 + p,)/(r = 200. The line joining squares (hottom line)
plots the r.ltio of expost w3rr.mted priccs [0 dh'idends.

m

portant difference between our procedure and the familiar Gordon
model. When using Gordon's model from Equation (4) to forecast future cash flows, one must assume that dividends will grmv at the same
constant rate into the infinite future. This is true even if one allows the
assumed constant rate to change each time the forecasting procedure
is employed-that is, for each new starting date T -as in Barsky and
DeLong (993). Conversely, since our approach works directly with
Equation (3), we do not need to make Gordon's constant grmvth assumption. Our new procedure therefore forecasts future growth rates
in a manner that allows for the possibility of a different forecasted
growth rate in each future period. Figure 8 reveals that this extra degree of freedom in modeling y's behavior helps us produce superior
forecasting results.
The extra modeling freedom offered by our procedure is especially
important when calculating the expected discounted present value of
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the sequence of forecasted dividends; that is, l:.i-l {L~u (n7=o)'t+i) }
on the right side of Equation (3). Indeed, by rewriting Equation (3)
to note that l:.i-l {·I = P{'/Dt - l , it is easily seen that the mechanical
explanation for why our new model outperforms traditional models
is that our dividend multiplier, l:.i- d·}' looks more like the market·s
realized price-dividend ratio than do the multipliers implied by traditional fundamentals models. To see this, Figure 9 plots the monthly
price-dividend (1'/0) ratios (or multipliers) for the fundamentals from
Figures 2, 3. -I. and 7 (note that these lIlol/tb~)' 1'10 ratios will be an
order of magnitude greater th:m traditionally reported (/IlI/lICII P/O
ratios). Correlations between Figure 9·s actual P/O ratio and the other
fundamental P/O ratios. or dividend multipliers, are reported in Table 1.
The actual 1'/0 ratio is the plain line in Figure 9 which peaks in
September 1929. The horizontal line connecting circles at 200 in Figure
9 is the constant basic Gordon monthly multiplier. O+g)/(r-g) = 200
from Equation (4). as explained in Section 1.3. The bottom curve connecting squares. with a trough instead of peak in 1930, is the ratio of
Figure 2·s ex post \varranted prices to dividends. The negative correlation between the ex post and realized P/O ratios is to be expected
since. on comparing Figures 2 and 3. we see that the ex post warranted
price is even tlatter than dividends. The smoothly rising and falling
curve connecting diamonds that peaks a full year after, and considerably lower thar•. the actual price-dividend peak is the augmented Gordon multiplier. The augmented Gordon multiplier"s late peak, which
is a product of Equation (5)"s slow-to-react long-lag weighting mechanism. explains why Figure 4·s augmented Gordon fundamental peaks
later and lower than the market price. Finally, the jagged line connecting stars. which most closely resembles the actual 1'/0 curve, is
the l:.i-d·1 multiplier-that is. the fundamental P/O ratio-from our
model. l :; From Figure 9 and the statistics in Table 1 it is easily seen
that our model produces fundamental prices that behave most like
market prices because our model produces a time series of dividend
multipliers. Et-d·J, that most closely mimics the market P/O ratio.

3.2 Model specification
So far we have seen that the freedom to model directly the timeseries properties of discounted dividend growth, y, is a key factor for
forecasting future dividends, and thus for calculating the expected discounted present value of the sequence of forecasted future dividends,
one can sunl1i:-.e from visual inspection of Figures 5 and 6, multipliers from our constant-r and
C<lnsumpti<Jn-r nux.!cls I<x)k suhstantially similar H) Ih{)5e from the bond yidd-r shown in Figun:
9. cx(:ept that the con. . tant-r and consumption-r multipliers peak a little later.

L'l :\-;
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£1-1 IL~o (n1=O.J't+i))' However, the increased freedom afforded by
our direct use of Equation (3), instead of the restrictive Equation (4),
can only be taken advantage of if ,ve employ a well-specified model
to forecast the .1' sequence. This fact can be clearly demonstrated by
observing the effects of omitting various features of Equations (6)
through (3) and instead using a misspecified model to estimate fundament.Il prices. For the sake of brevity, We will concentrate on the
bond yield-I" version of our model. whose multiplier £1-1 {.} is plotted
in Figure 9. Results from the constant-I" and consumption-I" versions
are substantially similar.

3.2.1 The basic ARAR shell. The most basic strategy one could employ when modeling the )'1 series is to simply regress y on a constant,
so that the forecasted future )'t+iS are just an equally weighted moving average of the past )'S. Not surprisingly, the fundamental prices
we obtain from such a model do not track market prices at all well.
Indeed, the long-run average value of )'1 changes so slowly that the
fundamental prices from this overly simple model (not plotted in this
article) look very similar to the basic Gordon fundamental in Figure 2.
A somewhat more sophisticated modeling approach is to employ
a standard time-series representation for )'1 in an effort to capture
more of y's time-series properties. \XTe therefore plot in Figure 10 the
fundamental price series obtained with dividend forecasts from the
basic ARAR shell of a model that remains after we omit from Equations
(6) through (3) the nonlinear ANN (artificial neural network) terms
in Equations (7) through (9) and the ARCH term in Equation (12).19
In other words, we plot in Figure 10 the bond yield-r fundamentals
from the forecast simulation model given by )'1 = Ci + {31 )'1-1 + EI;
EI = L;=I PiEI-i + /II; /II ~ (0. a).
.
.
As one would expect, the ARAR fundamental price series in Figure
10 rises and falls somewhat more than the fundamental price series
from Figure 2's constant .1'1 Gordon model. However, even a carefully
chosen ARAR model is still sufficiently misspecified that the fundamental price series it produces peaks 75 points lower than actual
market prices in September 1929. Indeed, if we eliminate from our
full model in Equations (6) through (3) both the ARCH residual and

I')

Rel-all from our discus.... ion in Section 2.2 that we employ an AR in mean with AR residuals

;IS OUT

hase model for .Ii (see Equalions (6) Ihrough (3) in Tahle 2), in>lead of AR.\IA, het-ause wilh
the logistic ANN terms and ARCH included the ARAR base representation fits the data bener than

AR.\IA. To facililalc cas)' comparison willt our anidc's Dlher figures and resulls, which are hased
on the ARAR foundation, we therefore plot in Figure 10 the fundamental prices produced hy the

ARAR shell of our model which excludes hDlh ARCH and ANN lenns. Results from a hasic AIt.\IA
specific-.Uion arc essentially the same as those reported for the ARAR specific-.nion.
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Figure 10
Actual price versus forecast simulation price (bond yleld-r): ARAR shell
This figur~ plots the s...-.:.:p '100 ~t()ck price index (phin line) versus the fundament:.11 price (line
joining Mar.-;) ohtained with (Jur forec.lst simulation procedure. outlined in Appcndi."i 2, usin~ the
model in Tahle 2 with the ARCfI and Ai':\' terms excluded to lean," (lnlv the hasic AltAR shell
remaining. The (h~count rJte Ii is the interest rJ(c on low-risk commerciai paper plus 3 constant
eqUity premium equJI to the 3Vl'rJge excess return on stocks over low-risk honds from IH71 to
19HH, Sec Appendix 1 for lbtJ souro:s.

the nonlinear 1\1 (.) term, then the mdimentary ARAR shell of a model
that remains produces fundamental prices in Figure 10 that, for several of our tests, suggest a bubble in market prices. It is important to
note, however, that any appearance of bubbles from a standard timeseries model can be explained by the fact that even a carefully chosen
AR(p)AR(q) (or ARJ'vIACp,q» model for .1'1 fails specification tests for
residual ARCH and nonlinear effects and can therefore not be expected to capture all the features of the data necessary to produce
reliable discounted dividend forecasts.
3.2.2 The importance of ARCH. We now add the nonlinear logistic ANN 1\1(.) terms in Equations (7) through (9) back into our model,
but still omit the ARCH terms in Equation (12); that is, we reestimate
Table 2's model Equations (6) through (13) under thefillseassumption
that the residual from Equation (10) is homoskedastic. The resulting
no-ARCH fundamental price series is plotted in Figure 11. Note that
Figure II's no-ARCH fundamental performs better than the simple
ARAR shell in Figure 10, but not nearly so well as Figure 7's fully
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Figure 11
Actual price versus forecast simulation price (bond yleld-r): no ARCH
Thi.. figure plots the !X",(P 500 stock prke index (plain line) "crsus the fundamcntal price (line
joining stars) ohtained with our forcC'Jst simulation procedure. outlined in Appendix 2. using
the model in Tahle 2 with the ARCH tcmlS excluded. The discount roUe r, is the interest rJte on
low-risk commercial paper plus a constant equity premium equal (0 the a\'cmgc exccss return on
stocks over low-risk hond.. fmm IH71 to 198R Sec Appendix 1 for data sources.

specified model that includes ARCH. In particular, without ARCH in
the model (Figure 11) we are unable to capture the full height of the
1929 price peak.
Mechanically, the model with ARCH included (Figure 7) does a
better job of catching the full height of the 1929 peak than the noARCH restricted version (Figure 11) because the conditional variance
of Equation (10)'s lit residual, which is given by bt from Equation (12),
is falling over time_ This fact is revealed in Figure 12, which plots at
each date the cross-sectional average of the forecasted bt variances
produced by our 10,000 model simulations_ Note in particular that the
b t variance is much lower in 1929 than it is in 1920 and is lower again
by the mid-1930s_
To see why the ARCH model's falling innovation variance is important for forming fundamental prices, note that the variance of our
)'1 series can be decomposed into the sum of the variance of the autocorrelated component of ),1, which we model with Equations (6)
through (10), plus the variance of Equation (10)'s lit residuals; that is,
Var(y/) = Var(YI - lI,) + Var(II,), where Var(lI,) = bt from Equation
361
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FIgure 12
Forecasted error variance
This figure plots the average value of the 11, conditional \'ariancc from our 10.000 simulations
at each date. Appendix .2 outlines the simulation pr()(,:edure used. Table .2 (:ontains the modd
cmploYl'cJ. The dist.:ount r.Ue 'i is the interest rate on low-risk commercial paper plus a (onstant
equity premium equal to the aver.lge exc.:css return on :-.tm:ks over low-risk bonds from IH71 to
19H.B. See Appendix I for dat.l sources.

(12). Stationarity of the J' process ensures that in the limit the mean
of our forecast-simulated J' distribution converges to the unconditional mean of J' and is therefore independent of the initial conditions
in our simulation exercise. which are determined by the values of
)'1-1. )'1-2. E/_I. E/-2 from Equations (6) through (3) as explained in
Appendix 2. In particular, the value of 1:./_1 (YI+I/) as 11 _ 00 is asymptotically independent of the values of (J'/-I. J'/-2) on which our 10,000
simulated economies are based.
Note, however. that the speed with which the mean of our c~oss
section of simulated Yl+iS converges to the unconditional mean of Y
depends on the variance of the autocorrelated component of y relative
to the variance of the 11 residuals. ObViously, if the b l residual variance completely dominated the autocorrelated component's variance,
then the YI-i initial conditions would be completely unimportant for
forecasting future ys, as the mean of the Y,+iS generated at each date
i by our 10,000 simulated economies would simply equal the unconditional mean of y. Conversely, with some importance being attached
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to the autocorrelated component of y, the cross-sectional mean of
the simulated Yt+iS will only gradually converge to the unconditional
mean as i -+ 00.
The speed with which the cross-sectional mean of the simulated
Yt+iS converges to the unconditional mean of y is inversely related to
the magnitude of the residual's variance, ht . Thus, as b t declines and
the importance of the II residual decreases relative to y's autocorrelated component, the simulated series' speed of convergence to the
unconditional mean of Y declines. As bt falls during the late 19205,
past realized values of y in the data-that is, the initial conditions in
our simulations-therefore have an increasingly persistent influence
on the simulated evolution of Yt+i. Thus, with falling b" initial conditions have a greater influence on the sum of the progressive product
Et-d·} on the right side of Equation (3) and therefore on the fundamental price produced by our procedure.
Notice from the slope of the dividend series plotted in Figure 3 that
the growth rate in dividends (i.e., slope) increased during the latter
half of the 1920s Cthis fact will be demonstrated more fully below).
Since b t is assumed constant in the model without ARCH, the noARCH model interprets this late 1920s increased dividend growth in
the same manner as it interpreted movements in )' from the early
1920s when the innovation variance was high. The constant variance
no-ARCH model therefore produces simulated future values for Yt+i
that revert to the unconditional mean of Y mther quickly. Thus, the
no-ARCH model produces values for Equation (3)'s Et - 1 {.) multiplier
during the late 1920s that are somewhat similar to values produced
by the no-ARCH model in other periods.
Conversely, in our full model with ARCH included, the late 1920's
drop in bt (see Figure 12) increases the influence of the )'t-1, .I't-2
initial conditions on the evolution of the .I't+i simulations. Large realizations for )'t-1, )'t-2 in the late 1920s therefore keep our ARCH
forecasted )'t+iS above the unconditional mean longer than would be
the C<lse with no-ARCH constant variance. Combined with the late
1920's increased )'tS, the late 1920's smaller bt ARCH variance therefore yields a larger Et - II·} multiplier than would be the case with
constant variance. This is one reason Cothers are discussed below)
why our full model with ARCH in Figure 7 produces a higher fundamental price than does our no-ARCH model in Figure 11. 20

20

In addition, the l'ontinuing decline in the \'ariance of II, innm'ations throughout the 1930s causes
our full model with ARCH to react more strongly to the poStlT.lSh decline in di\'idend gro\\1h
than docs the con5lant variance nO-ARCH model. TItis helps to explain why the fully specified
rundamental in Figure 7 fans fanhcr hetween 1929 and 1932 than docs the ("(lnstant \'ariancc
fundamental in Fi)!ure 1L
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3.2.3 The importance of ANN terms. An important problem with
omitting ANN terms from our model in Equations (6) through (13)
is that, without the nonlinear terms in Equations (7) through (9), the
conditional mean process for )'1 is misspecified. Thus, whatever parJmeters are included in the model will be inconsistently estimated
and the model residual will contain systematic effects that would otherwise have been captured by the omitted variable. The conditional
variance process for the III residual from Table 2's model without
ANN terms will therefore embody two effects: a spurious variance
effect produced by the conditional mean misspecification and a true
\'ariance effect. Because of the confounding spurious effect, it may be
difficult for the ARCH terms in a no-ANN model to accurately capture
the true conditional variance process necessary to obtain true fundamental prices. Thus, without ANN in the mean, it may be difficult
for ARCH to perform its intended function described in the previous
section. Studying the performance of our model without ANN terms
nevertheless provides some interesting insight.
If we do omit the ANN terms in Equations (7) through (9) from
our model, but include ARCH, then we obtain a no-ANN (but ARCH
included) fundamental price series that looks very similar to the basic
ARAR fundamental in Figure 10. Indeed, this similarity is so strong
that we do not present a separate plot of the no-ANN (but ARCH
included) fundamental price series in our article. This close similarity
between the ARAR and no-ANN (but ARCH included) fundamentals
reveals that, unless ANN terms are included in the model, there is
almost no benefit to adding ARCH. It thus appears that a key role of
the ANN terms is to correctly specify the conditional mean of )'1 so
that the ARCH variance process can be estimated correctly.
One way to visually observe why the ANN terms are so important
for correctly specifying the conditional mean of)'1 is to plot the forecasting surface implied by our model with ANN included. We therefore
graph in Figure 13 the three-dimensional surface which is the bond
yield-r model's forecast mapping from YI_I, YI-2 into )'1, as specified
in Equations (6) through (3) with parameter estimates obtained using
data available to the market in September 1929. For tractability, and to
isolate the ANN effect, we set the E forecast error in Equation (6) to its
unconditional mean of zero so that the forecasting surface plotted in
Figure 13 is given bY)'1 = 0.145+0.85YI_I +0.01(1+expI3.41(-0.310.94IYI_I - YI_21/0.02 - 0.17IYI_I - YI_2]2/0.02 2)))-I.
From Figure 13 and the preceding equation, we see that the forecasting surface is comprised of three sections. First, the left side of
Figure 13--in the region where YI_I < YI-2 (e.g., YI-I = 0.95, YI-2 =
1.05)-is occupied by a lower triangle-shaped plane with its wide
base along the bottom of the figure's )'1-2 axis and its hypotenuse up
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Figure 13
Forecasting function: September 1929
This figure plots, as the surface of diamonds, the functional relationship hetween (1'1-1' J't-.!) and
)', implied by our modd in Tahle 2, with the discount rate r, equal to lilt: interest rJIt: on low-rbk
commerdal paper plus a constant equity premium equal to the an:rJgc excess return on stocks
over low-risk hondo; from Ili7) to 198H. ~1()dcl p:.tramctcr \'alues arc from Septemher 1929. the
month of the stock market c~lsh. The 60,000 short H'nkal pillars rbing up from the fIgure's floor
represent the first 6 months of ~lomc Carlo cH))wions for .1i+I (measured on the "cnical axis) ~lS
a function of J'HI-I • .\i+l-:! (i.c .. the two most recently forecasted \'alues of y in the ~Iomc Carlo
sequence> from our 10.000 simulated economics produced in September 1929. The fin: tall pillars
that extend from the figure's floor all the way up through the fore<''';.lsting surface represent. from
top to hottom. the maximum. 99.51h perccntile, median. o.Sth percentile. and minimum values of
.l't+l fOrCC~l!i'ted in September 1929.

the diagonal of the forecasting surface from the lower front corner to
the top back corner, where )'1-1 ~ )'1-2, Second, on the right side of
the figure-where )'1-1 > )'1-2 (e.g" )'1-1 = LOS, )'1-2 = 0.95)-is an
upper triangle-shaped plane with its wide base along the top of the figure and its hypotenuse on the surface's diagonal. where )'1-1 ~ )'1-2,
Notice that this upper triangular plane is shifted higher up the .1't
axis than is the lower triangle; that is, the value of Yt forecasted with
)'1-1 = 1.05 •.Vt-2 = 0.90 is higher than the value of )'1 forecasted
with )'1-1 = 1.05• .1'1-2 = 1.10, even though the slope of both triangular planes in .1'1-2 is zero. Finally, rising up from the lower left-hand
plane, to connect with the higher right-hand plane, is a steeply sloped
logistic curve that runs along the diagonal of the forecasting surface
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from the lower front corner to the top back corner in the region where
This steep connecting section is the area in which the
nonlinear ANN term is "active." The importance of each of the three
forecasting regions in Figure 13 is discussed below.
We now explain the meaning of the short vertical pillars rising up
from the floor of Figure 13. To do this, recall that, as explained in
Section 2, the functional relationship plotted in Figure 13 is used to
forecast a stream of J'S from September 1929 out into the (almost) infinite future, using only market data from August 1929 and earlier, and
that the present value of this forecasted), stream is used to estimate
September 1929's fundamental price in Equation (3). As described in
Appendix 2, this is accomplished by first forecasting YI given actual
data on )'1_1, )'1-2 and a randomly obtained /I innovation. We next
use the same forecasting function to forecast )'1+1 lIsing as inputs
into our model the just-forecasted )'1, the actual value of )'1_1, and
another randomly drawn innovation. In similar fashion, forecasted
values 01')'1 ~\Od YI+I are next used to forecast )'1+2, and so forth, until
a forecast for J'HIO.(~N) is obtained. \Ve then repeat this entire forecasting procedure 9,999 times-using each time a new sequence of
IJ disturbances, but the same forecasting function, in standard Monte
Carlo fashion-so that we obtain 10,000 different forecasts for the sequence YI' )'1+ 10 )'1+2, •.. , )'1+10.000. As explained earlier, the multiplier
l:.i-I IL~o (n~=O)'I+i) I is then calculated as the average value of the
k
.
,,1O.!XlO
'.
sum,
L...k=O (n i=OYI+i ) , f rom our 10000'
,
economies.
Notice from Equation (3) that forecasted )'1 appears in every product on the right side of Equation (3), while forecasted YHI appears
in all but one product, )'H2 in all but two products, etc. Early values
of forecasted )'Hi therefore have a much greater effect on the entire
product sum in Equation (3) than do later values of fO[P''''5ted )'I+i.
For this reason, the behavior of the first few )'Hi forecasted largely
determines the value of l:.i-I {. J in Equation (3). In Figure 13 we therefore plot. as the 60,000 short vertical pillars rising up from the figure's
floor, the first 6 months of Monte Carlo evolutions for J'Hi (measured
on the vertical axis) as a function of )'I+i-I, )'1+i-2 (i.e:, the two most
recently forecasted values of )' in the Monte Carlo sequence) from
our 10,000 simulated economies produced in September 1929. The
five tall pillars that extend from the floor of Figure 13 all the way
up through the forecasting surface represent, from top to bottom, the
maximum, 99.5th percentile, median, O.5th percentile, and minimum
values of )'I+i forecasted in September 1929. Notice that most of the
pillars occur along the diagonal of the forecasting surface in the area
occupied by the ANN logistic curve. This provides visual confirmation
that the ANN terms are indeed important for forecasting y.

)'1_1 "'" )'1-2·
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With all the elements of Figure 13 accounted for, we can finally
explain why the ANN terms are important for forecasting discounted
dividend growth. To do this, recall that the upper triangular plane in
Figure 13 is situated higher up the )'1 axis than is the lower triangular
plane; that is, for a given value of )'1-1, the forecasted value of)'1 is
higher for low values of )',-2 than it is for a high values of )',-2, all
else constant. Also note that the logistic curve rises from th~ lower
plane, where )'1-1 < )'1-2, up to the upper phme, where J'I-I > J'/-2,
as )'1-2 falls below )'1- I. Thus. unlike the two triangular regions of the
forecasting surface, which have zero slope in the )'1-2 direction, the
region along the diagonal of Figure 13 is negatively sloped in )'1-2.
The diagonal region is also more positively sloped in )'1-1 than are
the two triangular planes (which have the same slope as each other),
since starting from a point on the lower plane where )'1-1 < )'1-2, and
increasing )'1-1 until )'1-1 > )'1-2, results in an upward move to the
higher plane.
The fact that Figure 13's forecasting surface is more steeply sloped
in both directions when )'1_ I "'" )'1-2 than it is when either )'1- I < <
)'1-2 or J'/-I »
)'1-2, as in the triangular regions, is important for
explaining the ANN's success in forecasting dividends. To see why,
notice that most of the)' pillars protruding up from the floor of Figure
13 pierce the forecasting surface along the surface's diagonal; that is,
in the area occupied by the logistic ANN curve. Thus, in the majority of
Monte Carlo iterations, )'I+i-l ~ )'t+i-2 so that )'I+i is forecasted from
(J't+i-I, J'/+1-2) with a large positive weight on )'t+i-I (approximately
1.7) and a smaller negative weight on )'t+i-2 (approximately -0.9).
However, when )'I+i-l and )'t+i-2 are far apart, we move to Figure
13's flatter triangular planes in which the slope in J't+I-l is only 0.S5
and the slope in )'t+i-2 is zero. The nonlinear ANN term therefore
allows us to treat different pairs of J't+i-I, J'/+1-2 differently.
Unlike our flexible ANN model, a standard linear ARAR or ARl\'1A
model is forced to give the same lag weights to past )' values no
matter what their behavior or history. Thus, sudden and potentially
explosive outlier J's are viewed in the same functional manner as
subtle changes in y's behavior. A standard ARl\IA model therefore
compromises between its desire to capture small subtle changes and
its aversion to outlier overreaction by selecting a more gently sloped
forecasting surface that, by necessity, mutes its response to subtle J'
innovations. Conversely, our ANN model is able to allow for more
dramatic responses to subtle y movements in the J'/+i-1 "'" J't+i-2 region, where almost all observations lie, while simultaneously avoiding
overreaction to outliers by having a different functional relationship
in the outlier region. The ANN's increased modeling fleXibility in the
)'t+i-I "'" Yt+i-2 region leads to more persistence in Yt+i'S simulated
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evolution in the vast majority of cases. For reasons explained in the
previous section on ARCH effects, this increased persistence in simulated y series leads to higher fundamental prices for the ANN-included
Figure 7 than for the no-ANN Figure 10.

3.3 The behavior ofy and the timing of the peak
\'\;'e have thus far seen that, to obtain fundamentals that mimic the
general rise and fall in market prices, the approach employed must
be sufficiently flexible to have the potential to fit the data (Section
3.1) and the model used must be well specified (Section 3.2). In this
section we discuss factors that are especially important for our ability
to capture the timing of the September 1929 peak in market prices.
In particular, we discuss why it is that our bond yield-I" fundamental
price turns down in October 1929 at exactly the same time when the
stock market actually crdshed. More importantly, we discuss why it
is that our fundamental price peaks in 1929 instead of in other years,
such as 1927, when the dividend growth mte was even higher.
We begin by investigating the October 1929 decline in Figure 1's
fundamental price. To do this, we plot in Figure 14 the forecast mapping surface, and the 60,000 pillars that represent the first 6 months of
forecasts from each of our 10,000 simulation replications, that are pro·
duced by the bond yield-I" model from October 1929. The constmction
of Figure 14 is analogous to that of Figure 13 described above. Notice that Figure 14's forecasting surface appears viltually identical to
Figure 13's surface. The similarity of these two surfaces reveals that,
although we update our estimates of model pammeters every month
as the investors' information set is updated, the parameter values for
the October 1929 forecasting function are virtually identical to those
from September 1929. This finding suggests that the ability of Figure
1's bond yield-I" model to fit the turning point in market prices is not
due to a sudden and substantial shift in parameter values between
September and October, but is instead due to an important change in
the nature of )'s (lagged) behavior between September and October
1929. This observation is confirmed by noticing the substantial downward shift (i.e., a shift toward the origin of the gmph) from Figure 13
to Figure 14 in the tall pillars which represent the forecasts of J'I+;'
This downward shift in the distribution of the simulated economies'
forecasted discounted dividend growth mtes, )'1+;, produces an ~/-I (.J
multiplier that is smaller in October 1929 than in September 1929 (see
Figure 9) and thus yields a fundamental price in October 1929 that is
lower than the September 1929 fundamental (see Figure 7).
We now proceed to the discussion of why our fundamental price
series peaks in 1929, instead of in some other year, by plotting in
Figure 15 the bond yield-I"'s YI series; that is, the time series of realized
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Forecasting Surface: DIamonds
Oats PoInts: Pillars

Figure 14
Forecasting function: October 1929
This figure plots. as the surface of diamond". the fUnt1ionai relationship between tl't-I' Yt-.!) :lOd

Yt implied by our model in Table 2. with the discount rJ(e r, equal to the interest rate on low-risk
commercial paper plus a constant equity premium equal to the avcmge cxcess return on stocks
()n~r low-risk hond" fmlll IH71 to 19HH. P:lr.unetcr values arc from October 192,9. the first month
after the stock market crash. The 60.000 shon venkal pillars rising up from the figurc's floor
rt=prcsem the first 6 months of ~1()ntc Carlo CHllutions for )'HI (mcasured on the n'nical axis) as
a function of J'HI-I'YHI-.! (i.e., the I\\'O mOSI recently fon:(''';:lsted values of y in the :"IJontc Carlo
sequencc) from our 10.000 simulated economics produced in Octohcr 192,9. TIle fivc tall pillars
that cxtend from the figurc's floor all the way up through the [orccasting surface represent. from
top to honom, Ihe maximum. 99.5th pt;ret_·ntile. median, O.:;lh percentile. amI minimum values of
.1;+1 foreGlsted in October 1929.

discounted dividend growth rates (Le., the data) on which our model
is estimated and forecast simulations are based. Notice that, while
Yt reaches a local maximum in mid-1929, the 1929 peak in J' is not
a global maximum. Indeed, the )'t series peak in 1929 is somewhat
lower than the 1927 peak in)', though the 1929 fundamental price in
Figure 7 is consider-dbly higher than the 1927 fundamental.
The 1929 fundamental price peak is higher than the 1927 price
peak for two reasons. First, as seen in Figure 3, the level of dividends
was higher in 1929 than it was in 1927. Thus, even if the Et-d·J
dividend multiplier in 1929 was equal to the 1927 multiplier, as in
the basic Gordon model, the fundamental price (i.e., dividends times
the multiplier) would be higher in 1929. Of course, as seen directly
in Figure 9, our model's Et-d·J dividend multiplier is considerably
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figure 15
Discounted dividend growth rate (bond yleld-r)
This figure plOl~ the disl"ounteu dh'iuend growth rJte, Ji = (1 + R,)/O + Ii), where }.:, is the
dividend growth r.Ue and 'i is the intefe~t r.lle on low-fisk t.:ollUllefcial paper plus a c.:onstant
equity premium eqlul to the a\'erJge excess feHlrn on :;tocks O\'ef low-risk homb from IH/t 10
Il)HH. See Appendix 1 for ual:l ~()lIrt.:L':-',

higher in 1929 than it was in 1927, which is the second reason the
1929 price is higher; the increased ~I_I (-J multiplier magnifies 1929's
increased dividend levels to produce the 1929 price peak.
There are two reasons why we obtain a 1929 dividend multiplier
Er-d-J that is larger than the multiplier from 1927, or any previous
year. First is the declining ARCH variance effect, discussed in Section
3_2_2, which causes more weight to be placed on the autocorrelated
component of our model and less weight to be placed on the IIr innovations, as we enter the late 1920s. The second, previously undiscussed, reason is that the autocorrelated component of our model
becomes more autocorrelated during the late 1920s_ This feature is
seen directly in Table 3, which reports parameter estimates and associated standard errors for every second December from 1919 to 1934_
Note the downward shift in the regression constant a and the shift
upward in the AR1 parameter f3, both from Equation (6), which occurs
in mid-1927_ This a-f3 switching implies that the data becomes more
persistent during the late 1920s than it had previoLlsly been_ Thus, at
the very moment that Section 3_3_2'5 ARCH effects begin placing more
Weight on the persistent component of y, y becomes more persistent.
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Table 3
Parameter e.;t1mate.; for equations (6) through (12): bond yield·r (standard errors in
parenthe.;es)
Equation
nllmhcr--+

(6)

(6)

(7)

1I0l

(10)

"

fl,

05,

p,

p,

OAW
(0.09';)

O.SSH'
(0.09S)

-2.619'
(O.6-18)

1.70H'
(0.081)

·O.TiS'
(0.075)

0.372'
to.07ll

to.H1)

OATi'
to.086)

0.519'
(0.087)

-2.765·

1.742-

(0.658)

(0.066)

·O.HOO'
to.065)

0.33H'
(0.070>

0.19-1
(().153)

1923:12

0.503'
(0.082)

0..193'
(0.083)

-2.860'
(0.(';3)

1.760'
<0.060)

·0.HI7'
(0.057)

0.326'
(0.069)

0.198
(0.155)

1925:12

0.516'
(0.082)

0.479'
(0.083)

-2.930'
(0.675)

l.i6S·

to 05H)

-0.H20'
(0.056)

O.31H'
(0.071)

0.23-1
(0.162)

1927:12

O.I,H
(0.237)

0.839'
(O.23H)

-3..103'
(0.930)

<0.290)

·0.';63'
(0.131)

0.290'
(0.070>

02S0
(0.171)

0.14H
(0.197)

0.H-\9'
(0.198)

-3.7-\6'
W.H6il

1.319'
(O.23H)

·O.-I·iO'
(0.099)

0.267'
(0.070)

to.IH3)

0.135
(0.171l

0.861'
(0.172)

-3.96H'
(0.931)

1.3-13'
(0.219)

-0.-142-

026:;'

0.22-1

to. 107)

(O.o(lH)

to.IH2)

0.120
(0.173)

0.H76'
(0.175)

-~.61"

lO.H3)

1.325'
to.212)

-OA16'
<0.096)

0.2-13'
(0.067)

O.2·U
(0.191)

ParJmctcr
namc-

Date

(12)

(12)

<,

~

1919:12
1921:12

1929:12
1931:12
1933:12

U.j7'

0.202

0.257

This table conli.1ins estimated parJOleler \'alues for the ARAR-ARCII-Ai'\i'\ forecasting model in
Table 2. l11C discount r-Jte employed in the fonnation of .l' is the interest rJtc on riskfrcc deht
plus a const;mt t.~uity premium. as explained in Appendix I. Although the model is reestimated
c\'ery month, only parJmeter cstim~ncs from December in odd numbered years ar~ reponed due
to space con...traints. Throughout the tahle .• denotes statistical signific.lnce at :; pcrc.:ent.

The multiplicative combination of increased dividend growth persistence, and increased weight being placed on this persistence, leads
to superpersistence in the evolution of forecast simulation )'HiS during the late 1920s; a superpersistence we call the "Roaring '20s Effect."
Indeed, the emergence of this superpersistence in y's evolution suggests that late 1920s investors could have rdtionally believed that any
changes in dividend behavior would have a more lasting effect on
future dividends than had previously been the case. In other words,
when the news about dividend growth (i.e., J't) was good, late 1920s
investors would be much more optimistic than their early 1920s counterparts. Similarly, when dividend news was bad, the behavior of the
dividend data suggests that late 1920s investors would fundamentally
be more pessimistic than their early 1920s counterparts. Changes in
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dividend growth that had produced only small price responses in the
early 1920s would therefore fundamentally lead to much larger price
responses in the late 1920s and early 1930s.
Along with all of the specification and modeling factors discussed
earlier in this section, recognition of the Roaring '20s Effect goes a
long way toward explaining the market price boom and crash. To
again quote White 0990:72), price-dividend plots such as Figure 3
"reveal the remarkable change that overtook the stock market [during the late 1920s). From 1922 to 1927 dividends and prices moved
together, but while dividends continued to grow rJther smoothly in
1928 and 1929. stock prices soared far above them." While, to the
naked eye, this 1927 switch in behavior may appear to imply a sudden
bubble of overoptimism, our more thorough analysis offers a fundamental data-driven explanation. In particular, our results suggest that
the relationship between prices and dividends changed during the
late 19205 because the time-series behavior of discounted dividend
growth changed. Indeed, our findings imply that, while an investor
living in 1920 might view a sudden change in discounted dividend
growth as a predominantly tempomry shock, an investor living in the
late 1920s would be more easily persuaded to view a sudden increase
in J' as the harbinger of persistently increasing prosperity. This finding
is consistent with claims made by economic historians that investors
living in the roaring '20s believed they had entered a new age of peace
and prosperity and therefore viewed economic events with unfettered
optimism. Our results reveal that, while expost dividend realizations
were less than expected, the 1920s optimism may have been rJtional at tbe time, given the observed behavior of discounted dividend
growth.

3.4 The effect of various discount rate assumptions
In the preceding sections we have focused primarily on results obtained with the discount rJte-that is, Ii in J'I = (l + gl)/(l + li)defined as the real return on high-grJde short-term debt plus a constant equity premium, as in Figure 7. We now investigate why our
model, with Ii defined as a constant discount mte, as in Figure 5,
peaks a little later than the bond yield-I" fundamental in Figure 7, and
why defining (1 + 1"1) as a consumption-based discount rate, as in
Figure 6, yields a fundamental price that peaks later still.
The time-series behavior of the constant-I" and consumption-I" J'I
series are in general very similar to the behavior of the bond yield-I"
J'I series plotted in Figure 15, as can be inferred from the statistics
in Table 1. Indeed, the main reason we did not plot all three series
in Figure 15 is that the scale of the figure is not fine enough for the
naked eye to adequately distinguish one series from the other. How-
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Figure 16

Discounted dividend growth rates: Y(O

ThLe; figure plots the dis(ounted di\'idend gro\\1h roUe, J', = (1 + R,)/(l + r,l, under \'arious
assumptions for r,. For the line joining squares. the discount r.l1C r, is a constant equal 10 the
a\'crJgc return un stocks fmm IS71 to 19M. For the line joining stars. the discount r.llc r, is the
interest rJte on low-risk commercial paper plus a constant equity premium cqu:1110 the a\'crJgc
cx<..'ess return on stocks o\'er low-ri<.;k honds from 1871 to 19M. For the plain line, the gross
discount rJtc (1 + r,) is derived from a standard power utility funnion in consumption with
the coefficient of relatl\'t~ ri<.;k a\'ersion a = 1.; and the monthly suhjCc..1i\'c time discount ratc

fJ

= 0.99;3 (Le.. O.9~; annually). See AppendLx 1 for data sources.

ever, what small differences do exist between the three series are
obviously sufficient to produce perceptible differences in fundamentals, especially around the time of the crash in 1929. To focus on this
important turning point, we plot in Figure 16 all three )'1 series from
1928 to 1932.
Before embarking on a detailed discussion of Figure 16, note that
any variation in J'I = (1 + gl)/(1 + Ii) for the constant-I" series must be
due to variation in (1 + gl), since (1 + Ii) is constant by assumption.
The observation that all three)' series in Figure 16 are very similar reveals that the vast majority of variation in the bond yield-I" and
consumption-I")'I series is also due to movements in dividend growth,
as opposed to movements in the discount rate, and thus that broad
movements in the fundamental prices these series produce (see Figures 5 through 7) are mostly due to dividend behavior. Conversely,
one can argue that finer issues, such as timing of the peak, are influenced in important ways by the discounting method employed. This
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Figure 17
Gross dl-;count rates
This figure plo[s the discount rJtc (1 + Ii) under \'~Iri(Jus assumptions. For the horizontal line
joining squares. the dbcount r..He Ii is a constant equal to the an:rJge return on stocks from IH71
to 19H.1.i. For the line joining ~tars. the discount r.uc Ij is the interest r..HC on low-risk commercial
p;tper plus a constant equity premium equal to the JverJgc excess return on st()ck~ over low-risk
honds from IH71 to 19HH. For Ihe plain line. the gross disCOUnl rJte (1 + Ij) is derived from
:l ~Iand:lrd power utility function in <.:onsumption with the coefficient of relative risk Jn~rsion
a = 1.':; and the monthly :-;uhjecti\"e lime disCOllnl rJte Ii = O.99':;_~ n....·.. 0.9-i':; annually). Sec
Appendix I for d:ua ~{)lIfces.

argument is examined in Figure 17, which plots the (1 + Ii) denominator from YI from the three discounting assumptions.
Consider first the constant-r )'1 series in Figure 16. which is the highest line (joining squares) at the 1929 peak. Notice that the constant-r
.1'1 series. and thus the discounted dividend growth rate, reaches its
maximum in July 1929 and then falls somewhat rapidly from late 1929
until the middle of 1932. Of course, as revealed in Figure 3's plot of
the dividend level (multiplied by 200), the level of dividends continued to rise-although obviously at a declining rate-until early 1930.
However, after September 1929 this sustained increase in dividend
levels was more than offset by the dr.lmatically falling dividend multiplier whose value is determined by the declining )'1 in Figure 16. The
net result of these two counterbalancing forces-rising dividends and
falling dividend multiplier-is therefore a constant-r fundamental in
Figure 5 that peaks only 3 months late.
Now consider, in comparison, the consumption-r series represented
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by the plain line in Figures 16 and 17. Looking at Figure 17, we see
that the denominator of consumption-r )'1, and thus the consumption ratio Cd CI _ 1 , had already started to decline by the beginning
of 1929 and kept falling until the middle of 1932. This decline in
)'t's denominator retarded )'t's descent from 1929 to 1932, as is evidenced by the fact that the plain consumption-r line in Figure 16 falls
more slowly than any other )'1 line over this period. This slower fall
in the consumption-r )'1 causes our autoregressive forecasting model
to produce a slowly falling forec'lsted y series, which in turn produces a consumption-r dividend multiplier that falls more slowly than
the constant-r multiplier. Since dividends were still rising through
early 1930, the consumption-r J't's slow decline explains why the
consumption-based fundamental in Figure 6 peaks 20 points too high
and 7 months late.
Finally, consider the bond yield-r case represented by the line joining stars in Figures 16 and 17. This fundamental fits market prices more
closely than our other models in part because, as seen in Figure 16,
the bond yield-r )'1 falls farther and faster than any other), series. The
bond yield YI also rises farther and faster in 1933, which explains why
the bond yield-r fundamental in Figure 7 mimics the market recovery more closely than the other fundamentals in 1933. The reason for
the bond yield-r fundamental price's superior performance, relative
to the constant-r and consumption-r fundamental series, is evident in
Figure 17. From Figure 17 we see that the bond yield-r's denominator for )'1 rises through the crash of 1929 to peak in late 1930, thus
magnifying the concomitant fall in y's numerator (1 + gt>, as seen in
Figure 16. Similarly, just as dividend growth starts to rise in late 1932,
the bond yield-r is falling, again magnifying the short-term fluctuation
in dividend growth. While from Figure 16 (and from a comparison of
Figures 5 and 7) it is obvious that differences bet\veen the constant-r
and bond yield-r discounting assumptions do not drive our general
abiliry to reject the bubbles hypothesis, these small differences do
influence second-order effects, such as the exact timing of the peak.
3.5 Summary
In the preceding discussion we have documented four key factors in
the production of our results. First, we have seen in Section 3.1 that
to obtain our results we must use an unrestricted form of the present
value relationship between expected future discounted dividends and
current asset prices, as shown in Equation (3). Indeed, we have seen
that Gordon's familiar constant dividend growth restriction is sufficiently at odds with the data that models built on this assumption cannot reproduce the full boom and bust in 1920s stock prices. Second,
we have seen in Section 3.2 that, to accurately capture key features of
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the data necessary to reject bubbles, one must employ a time-series
model for discounted dividend growth, YI, that does not fail standard
specification tests, including tests for uncaptured variance effects and
nonlinearity. In particular, we have shown that failure to account for
ARCH and ANN effects in the data yields a fundamental price that can
fail to reject bubbles. Third, we have seen in Section 3.3 that, to capture subtle changes in the way the market interprets movements in the
data, model par.lmeters-including variance effects-must be continuously updated to include the most current information available to
investors. Specifically, we have shown the importance of accounting
for what might be called the "Roaring '20s Effect"' as dividend growth
becomes more persistent and accumtely forecastable with the progression of time. Finally, we have seen in Section 3.4 that our ability
to fit the exact timing of the peak depends in part on the discount
rate assumption we employ. We favor the bond yield-r assumption
because, as explained at the beginning of Section 2, this particular
specification allows us to work with r.ltios of nominal discount and
growth rates directly and thus removes a possible source of measurement error in the price index used to form inflation. However, even
with a constant-r or consumption-r convention, it seems difficult to
claim that there was a bubble in the 1929 stock market.

4. Concluding Remarks
In this article we have introduced a new procedure for estimating
fundamental stock prices as the present value of expected future cash
flows. Our procedure differs from those currently employed in two
key respects. First, instead of focusing on dividend levels or dividend
growth alone, we chose the discounted dividend growth mte series YI
as our object of interest. Second, instead of assuming that dividends
grow at a constant mte from each forecasting date into the future, we
use more flexible time-series techniques and Monte Carlo simulation
to forecast future dividend paths conditional on information available
to investors at the time stock prices were actually being set in the
market. In particular, the model specifications and parameter estimates
we employ in our forecasting exercise are determined using only insample data and not by mining or snooping the out-of-sample data
to find models that make sense expost. However, we do undertake a
mther thorough search and conduct seveml diagnostic tests to ensure
that our forecasting models contain the many elements required to be
well specified in-sample.
To examine the potential of our new procedure, we have studied
the relationship between market prices and estimated fundamentals
during the Great Stock Market Crash of 1929. The traditional quantita-
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tive evidence in support of the "conventional wisdom" that the 1920s
stock market contained a bubble relies on the observations that dividends grew more slowly than prices during the late 1920s and that the
expost warranted price, based on realizations of post-1929 dividends,
does not share the spectacular rise and fall in actual prices. However,
we have argued that restrictions on the behavior of dividends and
dividend growth that are necessary to obtain the expost or Gordon
prices as "fundamental" expectations of future dividends, conditional
only on information available to investors before the boom and crash,
are not consistent with the pre-boom and cf'Jsh dividend data. Thus,
tests of the present value model based on ex post warranted and Gordon prices do not provide reliable evidence of a bubble in 19205
stock prices. They simply reveal misspecifications in the tmditional
fundamentals generating procedures employed.
Conversely, we have shown that our more general ARAR-ARCHANN models of the discounted dividend growth process do capture
key features of the discounted dividend growth data, including a timevarying mean and variance and important nonlinear effects. Using our
models, and only data on dividends, bond yields, and consumption
available to investors at the time prices were actually being determined
in the market, we have produced fundamental prices that match the
magnitude and timing of the boom and crash in 1929 stock prices. Statistical tests confirm that our fundamental prices also share important
time-series properties with actual prices and reject the hypothesis that
market prices contain a bubble. We therefore conclude that, given the
information available to investors living in the early 1920s, dividends
may well have been expected to increase by enough to warrant the
observed rise in market prices and that, as new information arrived in
the late 1920s, expectations of future dividends were revised downward resulting in the observed crash in prices. Thus, although we can
never be sure exactly what market participants expected in the way
of future dividends, it does appear that there is at least one reasonable fundamental explanation for the boom and crash in 1920s stock
prices.
Our investigation of this single historical episode, the crash of 1929,
has an important implication for the usefulness of present value relationships in studying the behavior of asset prices in general. As
stated in the introduction, the boom and WIsh in 1920s stock prices
is often used as an extreme example of the failure of the traditional
bubble-free present value model. However, our analysis rejects the
"conventional wisdom" and instead reveals that there is indeed a fundamental explanation for at least this one event. Our results therefore
weaken the case for bubbles in general and suggest that a very cautious and thorough investigation of the data should be undertaken
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before labeling even the most spectacular gyration in market prices
as an event at odds with the standard present value model.
Finally, recall from our discussion in Section 2.1 that to forecast
future discounted dividend growth we have used in this study only
information on past discounted dividend growth. In particular, we
have not used past market prices to forecast future dividends for fear
that, if there truly was a bubble in the market price, then we could
have inadvertently imputed a bubble into our dividend fundamentals via past market price information and thus erroneously failed to
reject the bubble hypothesis. Given that we have demonstrated an absence of bubbles with a forecasting information set that excludes past
market prices, however, it now seems safer to include a much wider
variety of information-such as past market prices, earnings, macro
factors, etc.-in the forecasting information sets employed in future
applications of our procedure. Indeed, the use of larger information
sets in the application of our procedure to a more extensive analysis
of present value relationships is the subject of ongoing research.
Appendix 1: Data

All monthly data are collected from 1899:01 to 1934:12. The years 1899
and 1934 are used for lead/lag purposes so that all monthly data used
in estimations are from 1900:01 to 1933:12. The foHowing series are
employed.
Stock Prices: S&P500 stock price index monthly from Cowles (939)
series PI.
Prodllcer PriceS/Illf/atioll: Monthly producer price index from
Macaulay (938). As one would expect, this series contains a strong
seasonal pattern at monthly and quarterly frequencies and also exhibits occasional spikes caused by sudden and often temporary shocks
to the index's component factors. To account for these features, we
first deseasonalize the data with the standard XII procedure and then
smooth out the remaining transitory spikes using a standard spline
function. Inflation rates from the resulting monthly prices q are calculated as 7ft = (qt - qt-d/qt-l.
Illterest Rates: For calculations based on a constant discount rate,
\\'e use an annual constant real rdte of 8.3 percent, which equals the
averdge annual real return on stocks from 1871 to 1988 [data from
Shiller (989)]. The monthly constant real discount rate is therefore
1 12
I' = 1.083 /
- 1 = 0.0067. When discounting cash flows at a variable
riskless rate plus constant risk premium, we use as our riskless return
the rate on 4 to 6 month prime commercial paper from Macaulay
(938), filtered using the procedure described above for producer
prices. The monthly nominal riskless interest rate, R, is calculated from
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the annual rate, ReI> as R = (1 + Ra)I/1 2 -1 and the monthly real interest
rate is calculated as r = (R - Jr)/(l + Jr). To this we add a constant
real monthly risk premium of 0.0040. This is the monthly equivalent of
a 4.9 percent real annual premium, which is the average real annual
premium of stocks over prime commercial paper between 1871 and
1988 calculated with annual data from Shiller (1989). Calculations are
performed using Shiller's numbers on the S&P 500 (series 1), S&P
500 dividends (series 2), riskless interest rate (series 4), and producer
prices (series 5). The monthly risk premium p is then calculated from
the ,mnual numbers as p = (1 + Pa) 1/12 - 1. Our annual premium of
4.9 percent differs from the 6 percent reported by Mehra and Prescott
(1985) because of the different time periods studied (they used 1899
to 1978) and because they used a consumption deflator instead of
producer prices. We use producer prices because the consumption
deflator is not available on a monthly basis.
Dividends: Monthly dividends on the S&P 500 index are obtained
jointly from series C l , stock prices including cash dividends, and pi,
stock prices, from Cowles (1939):ls D/ = (plcl+l/cl) - pl+I' Since,
like producer prices and interest rates, dividends are seasonal and
spiked, we also filter dividends with the procedure outlined above
for prices and interest rates. To make sure that our filtering process
has not destroyed important properties of the data, we calculated annual dividends from both the raw and filtered monthly series, where
the annual dividend is the compounded sum of the dividends from
January to December of each year. (This is equivalent to a Single December lump payment; i.e. D"'1II11tl1 = L:~I (nJ=I[l + Ij]-Ij-II)D;.) The
average difference between the two annualized dividend series is a
miniscule $0.0006, on an average $3.98 annual dividend (or about
6;~ of the dividend amount), and displays no strong time-series pattern. We found even less of a difference between the raw and filtered
interest rate and producer price series. This leads us to conclude that
our filter has not destroyed important properties of the data as they
pertain to our calculations of fundamental stock prices.
ConslImptioll: Consumption is not available monthly for our time
period, but is available on a quarterly basis from 1919 onward in Balke
and Gordon (986). However, industrial production [from Miron and
Romer (1990)] and dividends (see above) are both available monthly
over our entire 1899 to 1934 time period and, according to models
such as Lucas (1978), are both at least theoretical proxies for consumption. We therefore formed a consumption prm:y in the following manner. First, we deseasonalized quarterly real consumption, in
the manner described above for prices, and formed the quarterly ratio Cd Ct - 3 , which we then cube-rooted and placed in each month
for the applicable quarter from 1919 to 1934. We then regressed this
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consumption ratio series on the monthly real dividend ratio and real
production ratio for 1919 to 1934 to obtain a monthly functional relationship between consumption, dividends, and production. We then
used this estimated functional relationship, along with dividend and
production data, to obtain a monthly consumption ratio proxy for
each month from 1899 to 1934.

Appendix 2: Technical Details
Monte Carlo Simulation
First, all par.lmeter values in Equations (6) through (3) are estimated
on the 240 monthly observations from 1900:01 to 1919:12. Each of the
240 resulting in-sample 111_1 residuals Ci = 1, .... 240) from Equation
(0) are then divided by the corresponding date t- i estimate of .Jh,_;
Ci = 1, ...• 240) from Equation (12) to produce a time series of 240
LLd. 1/,-; Ci = 1, .... 240) innovations (e.g., 11,-1 is divided by .Jh,- I
to produce 1/,-1. 11,-2 is divided by .Jh,- 2 to produce 1/,-2, and so
forth). These 240 1/1-; standardized residuals form the pool of LLd.
innovations used in subsequent Monte Carlo work.
Second, we use in-sample information from 1900:01 to 1919:12 to
obtain an out-of-sample forecast for b , in Equation (2). Third, we
randomly draw from our LLd. '/ pool a value for the 1/1 Monte Carlo
innovation and then multiply this random '/1 by our forecasted .Jh,
to obtain a bootstrapped II" We then insert this bootstrapped II, into
Equation (10) along with past values of E,_; to produce a simulated
EI' Values for Z,_; are then obtained from Equation (8) using past )'1_;,
inserted into Equation (7) to obtain \jJ(-), which is then inserted into
Equation (6) along with the simulated E, and past values of )'1_; to
produce a simulated value for )'1' This simulated )'1 becomes the first
element inside the parentheses in Equation (3).
Fourth, we update by one period steps 2 and 3 above (but not
step 1) to create a simulated value for )'1+1, EI+I, 11,+1, and b ,+ 1 using
the just-simulated values for )'1, E" 11" and b a randomly drawn 1/1,
" earlier (note that we
and actual data for variables dated t - 1 and
still use actllal data from before period t only). The simulated )'1+1
is then multiplied by the simulated Y, to form the second element in
the parentheses in Equation (3). We continue to roll out simulated
values for J'l+2, )'1+3, )'1+4, and so forth, using steps two and three and
actual data from before period t, until the product of the forecasted ys
falls below 0.00001. (Since forecasted-and actual-ys usually assume
values that are on average just under one, this convergence criterion
typically involves simulating y out for from 5,000 to 10,000 periods;
that is, roughly 400 to 800 years into the future.) Fifth, we calculate
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the sum of the progressive product of the simulated ys to obtain a
simulated estimate of the parenthesized term on the right-hand side of
Equation (3). This ends our first loop through the simulation process.
Step 6 involves repeating the entire simulation/roll-out procedure
described in steps 2 through 5 for a new series of rJndomly drawn
1]S. This second trip through the simulation loop yields a second estimate of the parenthesized term on the right-hand side of Equation (3).
This loop is repeated until 10,000 simulated estimates of the parenthesized term on the right-hand side of Equation (3) are obtained for
the data and parameter estimates from 1919:12. In step seven we then
take the average of our 10,000 Simulated sums of products of ys to
yield EI919:d'} in Equation (3). This average is finally multiplied by
the dividend from 1919:12 to yield our fundamental price for 1920:1,

P~20:1'

We then update our information set in rolling window fashion so
that the 240 observations ending in 1920:1, and the entire simulation
procedure from steps 1 through 7, are used to obtain a fundamental
price for 1920:2. Subsequent fundamental prices are produced in the
same updated forecast simulation fashion until the entire fundamental
price series for 1920 to 1933 is completed.

Model Selection
Our exact model selection routine is as follows. Note from the grid
specified in Equation (3) that the system [Equations (6) through (13)]
contains 37 = 2187 pOSSible specifications. On the presample data
for 1900 to 1919, we estimated for the constant-I", consumption-I",
and bond yield-I" y processes candidate specifications. SpeCification
tests, such as heteroskedasticity-robust tests for residual autocorrelation and LM tests for uncaptured ARCH, were then conducted and all
specifications that did not pass these tests were discarded. The remaining models were then ranked according to their ability to minimize
the Schwarz model selection criterion. Of all well-specified models,
the five specifications that produced the best Schwarz criterion values were selected for further investigation. For each of the constantr, consumption-I", and bond yield-r ys, we used each of our five
Schwarz-best models to generate simulated y sequences using steps
1 through 4 of the Monte Carlo procedure described above and Oll~)'
data from before 1919. The models that produced simulated ys that
had properties closest to the actual sequence of ys from 1900 to 1919
(e.g., similar means, variances, etc.) were finally selected as our ultimate model specifications for use in the forecasting of y out-of-sample
for 1920 to 1933.
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